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The discovery of nature, the ways of the planets,

plants and animals, required first the consequent

of common sense. Science would advance not by

authenticating everyday experience, but by grasping

paradox, adventuring into the unknown......

Nothing could be more obvious than that the earth

is stable and unmoving and that we are in the

center of the universe.

D.l Boorstin (1983)



Summary

With the pressing needs for increasing productivity and products of high quality,
industry is turning more and more toward computer-based automation, especially the
use of computer controlled robots. A consequence of the increasing productivity is the
development of off-line programming systems. The ROBOTICS software is a set of
separate software programs, developed by McDonnell Douglas Information Systems
(nowadays E.D.S.), for computer based graphical simulation and off-line programming
of robots and robotic cells.

In this research assignment, the ROBOTICS software package should be used to
model the existing FALC cell, supporting blocks with jigs and fixtures and products
welded in the cell. The FALC project, a flexible assembly and welding cell, intends to
gather technological knowledge by realizing an unmanned welding cell. The assign
ment was divided in three parts :
• Model the existing FALC cell and investigate the needed accuracy.
• Model a few existing products, welded in the FALC cell, with the applied jigs

and fixtures and supporting blocks.
• Generate the robot programs for the modelled products and compare them

with the existing robot programs, created by teach-in.

The last part of the assignment could not be realized because of two problems. First,
as a result of the inaccuracies of the different parts in the cell. The robot has,
depending on the position and speed, a trajectory inaccuracy of 0.8 mm. The position
and orientation of the coordinate system of the product manipulator is determined
with a systematical error of ± 0.4 mm. The supporting blocks with jigs and fixtures
can bend as a result of the fixing by the pneumatic system. The tolerances on the
used products cause an inaccuracy of maximum ± 4.22 mm on the position of the
welding track. This inaccuracies are too large for off-line programming.

Secondly, the ROBOTICS software can not generate the proper position and
orientation values for the robot when the additional axes are activated. When the
additional axes of the product manipulator are activated, the robot base coordinate
system will be transformed to the coordinate system of the additional axes, which is
on top of the product manipulator table. The position and orientation of the robot
TCP is then relative to the movable coordinate system of the product manipulator.

Because of these problems it was not recommendable to generate the robot programs
and compare them with the existing robot programs. However, the situation is far
from hopeless, especially when is considered that this was the first attempt for off-line
programming. The problem with the moving coordinate system is still being inves
tigated at E.D.S. and a solution can probably be found in writing an additional
translator. The reduction of the inaccuracies is something were should be strived for.
Because a large inaccuracy is caused by tolerances of the products, a way to reduce it
could be redesigning the clamping or to calibrate the modelled products. Also, the
welding with track sensors is a possibility to by-pass the inaccuracy problem, but it is
better to try to reduce them.
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The off-line programming of welded products with the ROBOTICS
software.

The ROBOTICS software is a graphically based off-line programming and simulation
system. Because of the off-line graphics simulation facility, the verification and testing
of the robot programs does not depend on a real robot. Therefore, the system could
be very useful in a modern day production environment, for the programming and the
reprogramming of several different robot types.

Assignment :

1 Model the existing FALC work cell in the ROBOTICS software and inves
tigate the accuracy of the ROBOTICS system in case of off-line programming.
Take into account the position of the parts in the cell, the geometry and
kinematics of the parts, cycle times, welding parameters, etc.

2 Model a few existing welded products. Use the existing DAF-products, used in
the FALC-project. Model these products, with the applied jigs and fixtures, in
UNIGRAPHICS. Use solids if possible and when necessary.

3 Generate the robot programs of the existing models off-line and compare them
to the existing robot programs, for these products, created by teach-in.

IhA~ ,(.U '"~
Prof. Dr. Ir. A.C.R. van der Wolf

~~
F.GJ. Soers
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Preface

Presently different aspects of robotics are carried out by experts in various fields. It is
usually not the case that any single individual has the entire area of robotics in his or
hers grasp. This investigation introduces the off-line programming of a robotic cell,
using the ROBOTICS software system. This software system makes it possible to
simulate and off-line program robots and robotic cells using a computer based
graphically display. Working with the ROBOTICS software system is very pleasant,
because of the graphically display. ROBOTICS could be used more intensively, for
different subjects on the TUE.

Many people think, when they hear the term robot, of a science fiction machine with
a human shape which can think, walk and perform almost any task. This as result of
the many films and science fiction stories, where robots are used. Working with a real
robot would bring you right down to earth, discovering that the robot can only
perform simple tasks and still surprises you some times doing that, what you did not
expect it to do.

This report is the result of the research assignment, which is the last phase in
graduating from the Eindhoven University of Technology, where I studied for three
years. The report is divided in three parts, modelling the cell, modelling the products
and making a robot program. The appendices give a lot of background information
about the cell and objects used in the cell and contains also the correspondence wit
the manufacturers of the robot and the software package.

I would like to thank the many people who contributed to this report. First of all my
coaches; Mr A.C.H. van der Wolf, Mr J.J.M. Schrauwen and Mr F.S. Soers. Special
thanks are also expressed to Mr E. Nicole and Mr A. Jung of E.D.S.-Paris and Mr. S.
Carter of E.D.S.-KOln and Mr. J. Houben of KUKA-Houthalen, who have provided
me with useful information. I also want to thank Mr H. van Rooij and Mr A. Smals
of the TUE for their help and Hans Melio for helping me with the photo's. At last I
want to thank all the people who can be named here but contributed to my gradu
ation in some way

Eindhoven, 30-05-1992 Tijs Willems
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Robotics-Introduction

Chapter 1. Introduction.

With the pressing needs for increasing productivity and end products with high
quality, industry is turning more and more toward computer-based automation,
specifically the use of computer controlled robots [10]. Robots will certainly affect our
lives in important ways in the coming years, economically, socially and politically.
Robots are performing many of the dangerous and difficult tasks which human beings
do now: this is one of the greatest benefits offered by robots. Another benefit is that
robots are able to do simple, monotonous, repetitive work much better than human
beings, because they do not get tired or bored. Human beings were surely never
intended for such work or we would not have been equipped with the wonderful
assortment of sensory, intellectual and perceptual capabilities. Robots, on the other
hand, are designed and intended for these jobs, freeing human beings for more
challenging and satisfying kind of work.

Another consequence of the needs for increasing productivity is the development of
off-line programming of manufacturing systems. Off-line programming saves a lot of
production time which otherwise was used for teach-in programming. Numerous off
line programming robot languages have been developed for various types and models
of industrial robots. The current robot programming languages are usually specific to
particular types or even models of robots. With the aid of these current languages,
complicated trajectories and sequences can be generated more easily. Nevertheless,
there still exist several problems which language developers and robotics researchers
have to deal with [8] :

1 It may be difficult for workers and managers in the manufacturing industry to
be good robot-language programmers, while programmers may not understand
the problems on the shop floor.

2 Lack of standardisation in robot languages makes it difficult to transport a
program from one system to another. Different manufacturers use different
languages, although their robots may have the same configuration.

3 The learning of a new language is time consuming and uneconomical.
4 With most off-line programming systems, robot programs can be written and

compiled in an off-line state. However, for program verification and testing, it
is still necessary to use the robot to perform the test sequences.

A desirable off-line programming language should be separable from the underlying
robot hardware and independent of the robot type or model. The desirable off-line
programming language should also no longer depend on the real robot for verification
and testing of robot programs. Therefore it should have an off-line graphics simulation
facility, based on 3D-solid models.

The ROBOTICS software (see appendix 1. for a system overview) is a set of separate
software programs, developed by McDonnell Douglas Information Systems (nowadays
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Robotics-Introduction

E.D.S.), for the development of a computer based simulation and off-line program
ming environment. The ROBOTICS package can be used for more than one purpose,
but was originally developed as a computer based graphically off-line programming
system for robots and robotic cells simulation. The system is relatively unique in its
kind because it is not text-based and has an off-line graphics simulation of the work
situation, so that evaluation of the performance can be carried out rapidly. The
system was developed independent of any type or model of robot and consequently
the system can provide its services independent of any type or model of robot.

The ROBOTICS software is used in several environments:
- assembly simulation

The simulation module is a powerful tool in complex assemblies to see
whether a part can be assembled without collisions and how the assembly can
be made.

- mechanisms simulation
The simulation module enables to animate several mechanisms at the same
time, each mechanism can have up to 12 degrees of freedom.

- machine tool simulation
The simulation module enables to convert a CLSF-file into a robot sequence.
Most of the machine tools can be designed like robots and therefore it is
possible to simulate motions of a machine tool and also detect collisions
between the tool, the product and its environment.

- ergonomic studies
The simulation module enables to animate a human being and makes it
possible to test reachability and housebility, etc.

In a production environment where CAD-systems are being increasingly used to
integrate the design and manufacturing process, a system like ROBOTICS, which can
integrate the programming of robots into this process, will fulfil a demand.

The subject of this research assignment is to use the ROBOTICS system for off-line
programming of welded products. These welded products are products welded in the
FALC-project, which is a project for realizing an unmanned welding cell. The
assignment consists of three parts, which are: model the existing FALC work cell and
investigate the accuracy, model a few existing products and their jigs and fixtures and
the third part, generate the robot programs for these products and compare them
with the existing robot programs.

In chapter 1 a general introduction is given. Some perspectives concerning robots
have been reviewed and some key terms have been defined. More (complex) terms
are defined in the glossary at the end of this report.

In chapter 2, the structure of the work cell is given. The work cell consists of a robot,
a product manipulator and a welding wire support post. First the real robot is
discussed in paragraph 2.1. and then the ROBOTICS model of the robot is discussed
in paragraph 2.2. In paragraph 2.3. the real product manipulator will be discussed,
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Robotics-Introduction

followed by the ROBOTICS model of the product manipulator in paragraph 2.3.
Finally, in paragraph 2.4. the support post for the welding wire is discussed.

In chapter 3, the descriptions of the different products is given. In the cell several
products can be welded. The most complex product is chosen to be programmed. This
product consists of several welds, which are divided in several sub-assemblies. In
paragraph 3.1., the first sub-assembly is discussed. This is the welding of the flange to
the pipe. The second sub-assembly is discussed in paragraph 3.2. The second sub
assembly is also divided in two parts., the first part is the welding of the thick plate to
the pipe and the second part is the welding of the thin plate to the thick plate and
the pipe.

In chapter 4 some guidelines for off-line programming with the ROBOTICS system
are given. First, some problems, which were the result of building the cell as teach-in
cell, are discussed. Also is discussed how the ROBOTICS cell can be modelled very
accurately and how accurate the ROBOTICS cell should be modelled. Finally"some
guidelines are given for making the off-line robot programs easy and consistent.

A welding program is discussed in chapter 5. The PLACE sequence, which is the base
of the robot program is discussed and explained. The USR-file, which is together with
the sequence post-processed into a robot program, is discussed also in chapter 5.

In chapter 6, the conclusions and recommendations of this research assignment are
given, followed by the literature and the appendices.
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Robotics-The work cell

Chapter 2. The work cell.

When using a graphical software system to program your work ceU, a graphical model
of the cell is needed. When performing off-line programming with the software cell as
work cell, a very accurate cell description is needed. This includes an accurate
geometrical and kinematical device description and correct placement of the parts
within the cell. If the cell is not very accurately modelled, off-line programming, with
this work cell as basis, will cause great risks. Therefore, differences larger than 1 mm
between reality and model, will not be accepted. In chapter 4 is explained why an
accuracy of 1 mm is acceptable.

Our "real" work cell contains a KUKA IR 161/15/25 with the welding tool Robo WH
455 combined with a PP8/P8 torch end, a KUKA swivel turntable SDTD 742 and a
Philips variable transport system.

Figure 1. The "real" work cell.

Because of the restricted computer capacity, it is not possible to model the whole cell,
but only the parts which are important for off-line programming. The present author
has chosen to model the robot with welding torch (without the package of the welding
wire, which contains the gas supply hose, the welding wire and the cooling water
hose), the turntable with product table and product and the welding wire support
post, which is blocking a big part of the work volume of the robot and can cause
possible collisions.
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Robotics-The work cell

Also because of the restricted computer capacity it is not possible to show every
object in the cell very accurately. Every object in the cell is modelled very accurately
but for some objects the facet tolerance of the graphical display is larger to save
calculation time. The facet representation of geometry is an often used method in
CAD systems, to represent curved surfaces. The curved surface is represented in
smaller, flat, polygon surfaces. With a small facet tolerance the number of flat
polygon surfaces is high and therefore, the representation very accurate. The graphi
cal display of the geometry of the robot and the manipulator are for accurate off-line
programming less important than the graphical display of the welding torch and the
welded product. The facet tolerance for the accurate parts are set to 0.1, for the
others it is set to 10.0.

A consequence of the choice of a larger facet tolerances for some parts is, that the
collision detection is less accurate. The collision detection method which ROBOTICS
uses, is based on the position calculation of the facets. If these facets are less
accurate, the position calculation is less accurate. However, the present author has
chosen to use a small facet tolerance for only the parts, which are important for off
line programming and takes this disadvantage for granted. Especially bearing in mind
that most collisions are expected between the welding torch and the product or the
fixtures, which are modelled with a small facet tolerance. Another way to reduce the
effect of a less accurate collision detection is to use a collision zone. This collision
zone is some sort of a safety distance, which is kept between the possible colliding
parts (see the PlACE manual for more information).

2.1 The robot.

An industrial robot is a general purpose manipulator, consisting of several rigid links
connected in series by revolute or prismatic joints. One end of the chain is attached to
a supporting base, while the other end is free and attached with a tool to manipulate
objects or perform assembly tasks. The motion of the joints results in relative motion
of the links [8][9]. Mechanically, a robot is composed of an arm and a wrist plus a
tool and is designed to reach a workpiece located within its work volume.

Industrial robots of today come in a variety of sizes, shapes and capabilities. All have
the three basic components: a robot, a computer controUer and a power source. Most
commercially available industrial robots fall into one of the four basic motion
defining categories [8][10];

a) Cartesian coordinate (three linear axes).
b) Cylindrical coordinate (two linear and one rotary axes).
c) Spherical coordinate (one linear and two rotary axes).
d) Revolute or articulated coordinate (three rotary axes).

10
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Robotics-The work cell

Figure 2. Various robot arm categories.

In our case of the KUKA IR 161/15/25, the robot consists of seven rigid links con
nected by six revolving joints (also called a RRR-robot), with six degrees offreedom.
The KUKA robot works in a cartesian work volume where the orientation of the
robot is given in angles. So, any point in this work volume will be described by X, Y
and Z coordinates and by A, Band C orientation angles.

The first three movable links are used to reach any point in the work volume of the
robot. These links are called shoulder and elbow and represent three degrees of
freedom. The shoulder and elbow together are called: the arm of the robot. The arm
of our KUKA robot is, with his three rotary axes, of category D.

The next three movable links are used to position a tool in any possible orientation.
These last three degrees of freedom are called the wrist. Together, the shoulder,
elbow and wrist represent six degrees of freedom, which enables the tool to reach any
point with any orientation, within the work volume. A wrist may be designed with
various degrees of freedom and in various configurations. Stackhouse [9] developed
an interesting classification for robot wrists, based upon the type and the sequence of
rotation. A distinction is made between a bending rotation and a roll rotation. The
KUKA IR 161/15/25 is equipped with a (group 5, according to Stackhouse [9]) roll
bend-roll wrist. This wrist implements pitch, yaw and roll actions, as seen from the
robot arm (for pitch, yaw and roll see appendix 2). The mechanical construction of a
roll-bend-roll is such that the three wrist axes intersect at a common point, called the
wrist center [11].
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Robotics-The work cell
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Figure 3. Mechanical construction of a roll-bend-roll wrist.

Attached to the wrist is the robot end effector. End effectors are at hand in a great
variety and can be divided into two types; grippers and process tools. Grippers are
designed to grasp an object or tool. Process tools may be any useful device, such as a
spot/arc welding torch, spray-painting gun, grinders, routers, sanders, etc. The end
effector or tool of the KUKA is an arc welding torch (Schutzgas Schweiss Aus
rustung) PP8/P8 with a Robo WH 455 torch end (see for more information the
manual, [6]).

Figure 4. The KUKA IR 161/15/25 with welding torch.
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2.1.2. Kinematic description of the robot.

The robot consists of several rigid bodies, called links, which are connected in series
by joints. One end of the chain is attached to a supporting base, while the other end
is free and equipped with a tool to manipulate objects or to perform tasks. The robot
is, therefore, called an open loop mechanism.

Robot arm kinematics deals with the geometry of a robot arm motion, with respect to
a fixed-reference coordinate system as a function of time without regard to the forces
and/or moments which cause the motion. Thus, it deals with the relationships
between the position and orientation of the robot arm and the joint variables. The
kinematics of the robot arm are divided in two sub-problems, the direct or forward
kinematics and the inverse kinematics.

The forward kinematics problem is to find the position and orientation of the end
effector or Tool Center Point (TCP) of a robot with respect to a reference coordinate
system, given the joint angle vector of the robot arm. The joint vector is: 6 = (61,

62, ••••, 6n), where 61 is the angle of rotation of the first joint and n is the number of
joints. The inverse kinematics problem (or arm solution) is to calculate the joint angle
vector 6, given the position and orientation of the TCP with respect to the reference
coordinate system. Vector and matrix algebra are used to describe and represent the
location of a robot arm link with respect to a fixed reference coordinate system or
frame. Vector and matrix algebra are also used to describe and represent the location
of a body-attached coordinate frame, which is the coordinate system attached to the
moving link and therefore, the body-attached coordinate frame describes the motion
of the link with respect to the reference coordinate frame.

The forward kinematics problem is than reduced to finding a transformation matrix
which relates the body-attached coordinate frame to the reference coordinate frame.
A 3x3 rotation matrix can be used to describe the rotational operations of the body
attached frame with respect to the reference frame. The homogeneous coordinates
are then used to represent position vectors in a 3-D space and the rotation matrices
are expanded to 4x4 homogeneous transformation matrices to include the
translational operations of the body-attached coordinate frames. This matrix represen
tation of a rigid mechanical link to describe the spatial geometry of a robot arm was
first used by Denavit and Hartenberg. The advantage using the Denavit-Hartenberg
representation of linkages is its algorithmic universality in deriving the kinematic
equations of a robot arm. A disadvantage is that the Denavit-Hartenberg represen
tation can not be used for the inverse kinematics. The D-H representation makes the
inverse kinematics very complicated.

A 3x3 rotation matrix can be defined as a transformation matrix which operates on a
position vector in a 3-D Euclidean space and maps its coordinates expressed in a
rotated coordinate system OUVW (body-attached frame) to a reference coordinate
system OXYZ. Let (ix, jY' ~) and (iu, jy> ~) be the unit vectors along the coordinate
axes of the OXYZ and OUVW systems, respectively. A point p in space can be
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Robotics-The work cell

represented by its coordinates with respect to both coordinate systems. We want a 3x3
transformation matrix A which will transform the coordinates of Puvw to the
coordinates expressed with respect to the OXYZ coordinate system, after the OUVW
coordinate system has been rotated.

Pxyz = A Puvw (1)

Recalling the definition of the component of a vector, we have

and PX' Py and pz represent the components of P along the OX, OY and OZ axes,
respectively. Expressed in matrix form, we have for the definition of a scalar product
and equation 2 :

P%]
ix'iu ix1v ix'kw Pu

Py = i;iu i y1" i;kw P" (3)

Pt kt'iu kt1" kt'kw
Pw

and where:

ix'iu ix1" ix'kw

A = i;iu i y1" i;kw (4)

kt'iu kt1" kt'kw

The transformation is called an orthogonal transformation. The transformation matrix
Rx,a is called the rotation matrix about the OX axis with angle a. Similarly, the 3x3
rotation matrices for rotation about the OY axis with angle ¢ and about the OZ axes
with angle S are 1\" and ~,6 :

1

Rx.11. = 0

o

o 0

cosex -sinex

sinex cosex

coscp

o
-sin<p

o sin<p

1 0

o coscp

cosS -sinS 0

R = sinS cosS 0t,6

001

(5)

Rx,a' 1\" and ~,6 are called the basic rotation matrices. Since a 3x3 rotation matrix
does not give any provision for translation and scaling, a fourth coordinate or
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component is introduced to position vector P = (px, PY' pz) in a 3-D space:
p' = (WPx' wP WPz' w). The vector p' is expressed in homogeneous coordinates. The
physical coordinates are related to the homogeneous coordinates as follows :

(6)

(7)

No unique homogeneous coordinate representation exists for a position vector in a 3
D space, thus we can view the fourth component w of the homogeneous coordinates
as a scale factor. If this coordinate is unity (w = 1), the transformed homogeneous
coordinates of a position vector are the same as the physical coordinates of the
vector. In robotics applications, this scaling factor always equals 1, although it is
commonly used in computer graphics as a universal scale factor. The homogeneous
transformation matrix is a 4x4 matrix which maps a position vector expressed in
homogeneous coordinates for one coordinate system to another coordinate system.
The homogeneous transformation matrix is considered to consist of four sub-matrices:

rotation position

[~x3 P3Xl] matr. vectorT- -
f 1x3 lxl perspective scaling

trans. factor

The upper left, 3x3 submatrix represents the rotation matrix; the upper right, 3xl
submatrix represents the position vector of the rotated coordinate system origin with
respect to the reference system; the lower left , Ix3 submatrix represents perspective
transformation and the fourth diagonal element is the global scaling factor. The
homogeneous transformation matrix can be used to explain the geometric relation
between the body-attached frame OUVW and the reference coordinate system
OXYZ. In other words, The homogeneous transformation matrix transforms the
coordinate system i to the coordinate system i-I and represents the location of a
rotated coordinate system (position and orientation) with respect to a reference
coordinate system.

If these two coordinate systems, OUVW and OXYZ, are assigned to each link of a
robot arm, say link i-I and link i, then the link i-I system is the reference coordinate
system and link i is the moving coordinate system, when joint i is activated. Using the
T matrix, a point Pi can be can be specified at rest in link i and expressed in the link i
coordinate system (OUVW) in terms of the link i-I coordinate system (OXYZ) as

Pi-l = T Pi (8)

where
T = the 4x4 homogeneous transformation matrix relating the two coordinate

systems.
Pi = the 4xl augmented position vector (Xi' Yi' Zi' 1) representing a point in

the link i coordinate system expressed in homogeneous coordinates.
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Robotics-The work cell

Pi-I = the 4xl augmented position vector (Xi_I' Yi-I' Zi_I' 1) representing the
same point Pi in terms of the link i-I coordinate system.

The robot arm consists of a chain of links and joints. Each joint-link pair constitutes
one degree of freedom. The joints and links are numbered from the base to the end
effector, joint 1 is the connection point between link 1 and the supporting base. For
the six degrees of freedom, KUKA, robot the relation between the position vector of
the TCP and the reference coordinate system, the supporting base, will be :

To describe the translational and rotational relationships between consecutive links,
Denavit and Hartenberg proposed a matrix method where the link depend on four
geometric quantities, which completely describe any prismatic/revolute joint. For this
representation every coordinate frame is determined and established on the basis of
three rules :

a) the zi_1 axis lies along the axis of motion of the ith joint.
b) the Xi axis is normal to the Zi_1 axis and pointing away from the Zi_1 axis.
c) the Yi axis completes the right hand coordinate system as required.

By these rules, the location of the coordinate frame 0 can be chosen freely anywhere
in the supporting base, as long as the Zo axis lies along the axis of motion of the first
joint. The last coordinate frame (nth frame) can be placed anywhere in the hand, at
the end of the wrist, as long as the Xn axis is normal to the zn_1 axis. The four Denavit
Hartenberg parameters are defined as follows :

0i = the joint angle form the Xi_1 axis to the Xi axis about the Zi_1 axis (using
the right hand rule).

di = the distance from the origin of the (i_l)th coordinate frame to the
intersection of the Zi_1 with the Xi axis along the Zi_1 axis.

ai = the offset distance from the intersection of the Zi-I axis with the Xi axis
to the origin of ith the frame along the Xi axis (or shortest distance
between the Zi_1 and zi axis).

Q i = the offset angle from the Zi_1 axis to the zi axis about the Xi axis (using
the right hand rule).

For a rotary joint di, ai and Q i are the joint parameters and remain constant for a
robot, while 0i is the joint variable which changes when link i moves relative to
link i-I.
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link i -1
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Xi

link i
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Figure 5. Link coordinate system and parameters.

The Denavit-Hartenberg matrix with transforms from coordinate system i to
coordinate system i-I is then :

cos9 -sin9 jcosa i sin9
1
sina j acos9i

i-IT.
sin9i cos9icosa j -cos9

l
sina j asin9 j

(10)=
I

0 sinai cosa j dj

0 0 0 0

Parameter 9i is still the only variable in the i-1Ti matrix. Robot manufacturers are not
willing to give the precise robot configuration, but for the KUKA robot the six joints
and links are probably represented by the following symbols :

Yz Y3 Y4 Y, Y6

X
3

X, X6

Zl . Xl
I

e,~~

Figure 6. Definition of links and joints of the KUKA robot.
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tiglllre 6 are:

Table 1. The Denavit-Hartenberg parameters for the KUKA robot.

The inverse kinematics solution is needed to define the joint angle vector :
6 = (61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66) of the robot to position the end effector, given the position
and orientation of the end effector. The Denavit-Hartenberg representation is not
used for the inverse kinematics, because of the it makes the inverse kinematics even
more complicated. The mostly used solution method is the geometric approach, where
the characteristics of the links are used. The solution is calculated in two stages. First
a position vector pointing from the shoulder to the wrist is derived. This is then used
to derive the solution of the first three joints. The last three joints are solved using
~he calculated values from the first three joints and the "orientation" submatrices of
ITo with i = 4,5,6.

The inverse kinematic problem has four possible solutions for each arm configuration,
two for the right arm configuration and two for the left arm configuration. Each arm
configuration gives two sets of solutions (61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66) and (61) 62, 63, 64+1r, 
65, 66+1r) [8]. Which arm configuration and solution of the joint angle vector is
preferred depends on the robot. For the KUKA IR 161/15/25 the right arm confi
guration with the solution (61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66) is preferred for the inverse kinematic
problem. The precise solutions for the KUKA robot can not be given, because robot
manufacturers do not give this kind of information. The solutions for a robot with a
configuration like the KUKA are given in figure 7 [10][23]:
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8 - tan-I2 -
-~z(a2+d4SJ+(d4CJ(±VP/+p/-d/»)

pz(d4CJ -(az+d4SJ(±Vp/+p/-d/)

8
s

= tan-I [(CIC23C4-SIC4)ax+ (SICZ3C4+Cl S4)ay -C4S23aZ]

CIC23ax+SICZ3ay-CZ3aZ

8
6

= tan-I [(-SIC4-CIC23SJnx + (CIC4-S1C23SJny + (S4S23)nZ]

(-SIC4- CICZ3S,Jsx+ (CIC4-S1CZ3S,Jsy+ (S4CZ3)sZ

• Degenerate case (85 ~ 0)
84 = current value of 84 or 0 and
(84 + 86) = total angle required to align the orientation

• For a given arm configuration,
(81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86) is a set of solutions and
(81, 82, 83, 84 +11", -85, 86 +11") is another set of solutions.

• Cl = cos8 and 51 = sin8 and en = cos(82 + 83) etc.

Figure Z Solutions for the joint angles of a KUKA-like robot arm.

The performance and behaviour of the robot arm are determined by the robot arm
dynamics, which are formed by the mechanical links and drives. Robot arm dynamics
deals with the mathematical formulations of the equations of robot arm motion. The
dynamic equations of robot arm motion are a set of equations describing the dynamic
behaviour of the manipulator. The three different formulations which can be used for
robot arm dynamics are, Lagrange-Euler, Newton-Euler and the generalized d'Alem-
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bert principle. The formulations are not discussed in this report. Given the motion
equations of a robot arm, the purpose of robot arm control is to maintain a pre
scribed motion for the arm along a desired arm trajectory. This is done by applying
corrective compensation torques to the actuators to adjust for any deviations of the
arm form the trajectory. Several robot arm control methods are available. The most
commonly used are the resolved motion rate control (RMRC), the cerebellar model
articulation controller (CMAC), the near-minimum-time control, the computed torque
technique and the adaptive control strategies. These methods are not discussed in this
report. Which control method is used for the KUKA robot is not known. Robot
manufacturers do not give this information.

During the investigation, the robot is used as measuring device to measure the exact
location of different parts in the cell. However, the accuracy of the robot has to be
taken into account, valuation these locations.
• The robot manufacturer claims a repeatability of less then ± 0.2 mm (see robot

specifications appendix 6). How this repeatability is defined, is not known.
• Van Hulst [15] claims that the robot accuracy is less than ± 0.2 mm. Because

of the mass and the mass inertia of the robot links and possible loadings,
coupling reaction forces between joints (especially at high speeds), gravity
loading effects and the fact that a robot is a chain of elastic elements, the
programmed trajectory will differ from the actual trajectory. Trajectory
inaccuracies, performing a certain straight trajectory in space, can increase to
0.81 mm as result of the position of the robot in space and robot trajectory
speed [15]. This trajectory inaccuracy can increase to 1.6 mm, performing
circular movements in space [15]. Also, the slow activating of the servo
engines, when the brakes are switched off at the beginning of a movement will
cause the robot's TCP to drop ± 0.3 mm [15].

2.2. Modelling the robot.

First of all, ROBOTICS is equipped with a very large, expanding, library containing
about 150 robots. Represented are almost all frequently used robots and they can be
used almost instantly. There is a small possibility that the robot you want to use is not
available in the library. In that case the robot has to be modelled and designed and
drawn by the user. In our case, the KUKA robot was present in the library, but had
to be modified a little. However, in this case we will model the robot from scratch.

When we want to model a robot, we need the geometry and an accurate kinematic
description of the robot. The geometry, preferably solid models, has to be converted
from the UNIGRAPHICS CAD-system to ROBOTICS and the kinematic description
is by means of menu-control entered in BUILD. The exact data needed for modelling
a robot is given in appendix 3.
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2.2.1. Robot drawings.

The geometry of the device must be designed in a CAD system, preferably the
UNIGRAPHICS II system. Each link of the device must be created as a separate part
or layer in the drawing and should be situated in the absolute coordinate system of
the drawing. Generally, each part is modelled such, that the axis of motion of the link
is located at the absolute coordinate system of the drawing. This allows the motion of
each link to be defined in ROBOTICS as either a transformation along or a rotation
about its absolute link coordinate system. Because of the many advantages of solid
models in Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) the parts (or links) should be modelled
using solid models, if possible.

The drawing of the KUKA IR 161/15/25 is called KUKA.PRT. This drawing is an
updated version of the wireframe model which was present in the ROBOTICS library
and which was out of date. Van Veldhoven [14] updated the model in 1991 and the
link lengths and kinematic description were checked with KUKA in this assignment
(see appendix 11. for correspondence and appendix 9. for the BUILD-file) and
updated again. Therefore, some parts (links) are real solids and other parts are
grouped wireframes, which are treated as solids. For this reason the ROBOTICS
model can not be reconverted to UNIGRAPHICS with the conversion option in
PLACE.

Figure 8. The robot geometry and the link lengths.

The welding torch is also modelled in UNIGRAPHICS and is called TOORTS.PRT.
The package of the welding wire, containing a gas supply hose, the welding wire and
the cooling water hose, is not modelled since it is not very important for off-line
programming. Of course, the package of the welding wire will affect the accuracy of
the robot during robot movement, but these effects are small and hard to validate.
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The real torch is very detailed but only the envelope is modelled. The dimensions of
the real TCP-movement in the Robot Controller are the bases of the torch model
(see appendix 8. for the description of the torch and KUK2TOOL.CRD). For the
layout of the robot drawings see appendix 4.

Once every link is designed and drawn, the drawing can be converted to ROBOTICS.
In PLACE under 'file transfer', UNIGRAPHICS parts can be converted to PLACE
parts with the option 'UNIGRAPHICS to PLACE conversion'. With this option, every
separate drawing layer can be converted separately to a part, used in PLACE to
display the device. The names given to the parts during the conversion are later used
in BUILD to address the parts in the robot description. The device, in ROBOTICS
refers to any modelled open linkage, is created in BUILD by describing or specifying
a series of transformations. These transformations describe the relationships between
the links of the device.

2.2.2. Kinematic description of the modelled robot.

Once, every link is created in a CAD system and converted to PLACE, the relation
ships between the device links have to be described. The relationships between the
robot device links are in fact the relationships between the link absolute coordinate
systems. The links are numbered from 0 to 6, starting with the base of the robot (and
ending with the end of the robot, further called the face plate).

The link absolute coordinate systems are shown for each part. The motion of each
joint is with respect to either the X,Y or Z axis of this link absolute coordinate system
(link 1 rotates about its Z axis, link 2 rotates about its Y axis and so on). The device
link which is connected to the world is called the base of the device (also referred to
as link 0). The world is, in ROBOTICS, a sort of global coordinate system, which is a
coordinate system on a fixed location. This link is created in such a way, that its link
absolute coordinate system is aligned with the device coordinate system (as defined by
the device manufacturer). If the position of the device in the cell is changed, the
position of the device absolute coordinate system is changed. As the robot device
performs a motion, all device locations are described to the coordinate system at the
base of the device. The last link of the device usually is the face plate of the device.
Once the location of each link coordinate system is known, the transformations
between these coordinate systems can be defined.
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Figure 9. Exploded view ofdevice links with the link coordinate systems.

The relationships between each consecutive link coordinate system will be described
as a series of constant and/or variable transformations. A constant transformation
describes either a translational or a rotational offset which never changes, regardless
of the position of the device (the link lengths are the joint offsets). A variable
transformation defines the, possible, motion of a joint. This variable transformation
may be either translational (prismatic joints) or as in our case rotational (revolute
joints). In BUILD the series of transformations are defined, using the right hand rule
(orthogonal coordinate system). The transformation for every successive link coor
dinate system has to be defined in such a way, that they describe how to get from one
link coordinate system to the next one, starting at the base and ending with the last
link.

This series of transformations, from the base of the device to its face plate, define the
"Forward Kinematics" of the device, as described earlier in paragraph 2.1.2. Forward
kinematics describes the position and the orientation of the Tool Center Point (TCP)
of a device relative to its base, given the joint angle of every joint. "Inverse
Kinematics" describes the joint angles of every joint, given the position and orienta
tion of the TCP in the work volume.

If the device complies with a few rules, the kinematic algorithms (forward and inverse
kinematics) are automatically generated by BUILD. These rules are:

The device must have not more than 6 degrees of freedom.
The arm may be composed of up to three joints which may be revolute or
prismatic.
The wrist may be composed of not more than three joints, which must be
revolute
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The main function of the arm is to position the end effector, while the wrist is
used to reach the right orientation.
Generally,
- The wrist joints must occur after the arm joints.
- An arm must consist of not more than two joints which move in the same
plane. This plane must not move in the Y-Z plane (which is perpendicular to
the X axis of the world).
The wrist joint axes may intersect at one or two points.
Generally, the wrist should be defined in such a way that the axis pointing out
of the end of the device is the X axis.

For every variable transformation or joint, limits must be specified for the possible
motion. These constraints define the working range of each joint. Together, the
constraints define the work volume. The zero position of a joint is that position that
the link coordinate system has as a result of only the constant transformations. These
joints limits are usually in the user manual of the robot (see appendix 6. robot
specifications).

Until now, only the spatial relationships between the different link coordinate systems
have been defined. These spatial relationships are the position and orientation of the
next coordinate system relative to its previous coordinate system. Which particular
coordinate system is used for representing the position and orientation values, is still
not defined. Which particular coordinate system is used, is defined in the Coordinate
System Information files (CRD).

When a device performs its motions, the locations which it reaches are defined by a
set of coordinates. These coordinates are device specific values. The CRD-files are
used to define how to convert one set of specific data into another set. The CRD-files
also define which coordinate system is used and the order in which the different axes
are transformed. BUILD associates the proper coordinate system with the definition
of the device. The Coordinate System file is an ASCII file, which may be created or
edited in any text editor. It is composed of several sections. For more and specific
information about the CRD-files, see the ROBOTICS-PLACE manual.

ROBOTICS uses two coordinate system types. In the first type, called JOINTS, the
location values are based on the joint values of the device. The order and number of
these values have to be defined. The other type of coordinate system, called
MATRIX, converts location values into position and orientation values. When the
coordinate system is of the matrix type, the type of position and orientation values
have to be defined. There is a variety of position - and orientation types from which
to choose: for positioning there are Cartesian, Cylindrical, Spherical or Joystick
position and for the orientation there are Angles, Vector and Angle, Vector times
Angle, Quaternions, Orientation Vectors and Joystick Orientation.
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The KUKA robot can move in three coordinate systems.
• The first one is joint dependent, every joint moves in its own coordinate

system. The CRD-file, used in ROBOTICS representing this type of motion is
called JOINTSM.CRD. This CRD-file, which describes these joint dependent
moves, is very simple (see appendix 5.). The units, in which the joint values are
expressed, are defined. Also, the order of how the parameters for the position
and orientation are to be output for the calculation of the coordinates, are
defined and given a name.

• The second coordinate system in which the robot can move is the cartesian
coordinate system (see also appendix 5.) and is of the matrix type. This CRD
file for this coordinate system is called KUKACART.CRD. The first three
parameters represent the position of the TCP relative to the absolute
coordinate system. The three distances are, expressed in that order, the X, Y
and Z coordinates. The last three parameters represent the orientation of the
TCP. These angles must be defined as successive rotations about the X, Y and
Z axes. These rotations are not about a fixed coordinate system, but about an
axis of a moving coordinate system. Such a set of rotations are called Euler
angles [13], see also appendix 2. A point in space is described with six values,
represented by X Y Z ABC.

Figure 10. Ground system and hand system.

The definition of this coordinate system is: X Y Z ABC, as is described in
the names section of the CRD-file. X, Y and Z are the coordinates in the X, Y
and Z direction, computed from the absolute coordinate system. A is the
rotation about the Z axis of the coordinate system which is situated in the
TCP, B is the rotation about the Y axis and C is the rotation about the X axis.
These rotation definitions, ABC, are used in PLACE during a GOTO
command.
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Our definition for cartesian position and orientation in angles in the CRD-file
is :

Definition ;
XYZ + ANGLES;
ANGLES = RZ,RY,RX ;

XYZ indicates that a cartesian coordinate system is used; ANGLES indicates,
that the orientation in degrees is used and that the orientation is to be in the
order RZ (rotation about the Z-axis), RY and RX. RZ, RY and RX are
named A, Band C (see also figure 10.). The definition of the matrix
coordinate system just described, corresponds to the definition of the real
cartesian coordinate system of the robot.

• The third coordinate system in which the robot can move, is the tool
coordinate system (WCS). With this coordinate system it is possible to move in
the directions of the actual orientation of the TCP coordinate system. A, Band
C change the orientation of this coordinate system in the way described in
figure 10. This third motion system uses the cartesian coordinate system and
the CRD-file which describes this movement is also the matrix type described
before. In ROBOTICS this motion system can be imitated with the GOTO
POSmON command.

The rules, with which the ROBOTICS device has to comply, cause also a difference
between the model and the real robot. The Denavit-Hartenberg rules order that the
orientation of the coordinate system at the end of the sixth link of the real robot is
situated in such a way that the Z axis is pointing out. However, the ROBOTICS rules
order that the wrist of the modelled device should be defined in such a way, that the
X-axis is pointing out at the end of the device. The orientation of the real and
modelled device TCP orientation is shown in figure 11.

z

I

Xi

real TCP

y

y

.....-~X

model TCP

Figure 11. Real TCP - and model TCP orientation.
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The tool command, in the CRD file of the matrix type, is used to compensate for this
difference. The tool command defines a series of constant rotations, which align the
robot face plate with the face plate of the device. The amount of rotation is always
expressed in units of degrees.

TOOL = RY -90.0, RZ 180.0 ;

This command aligns the KUKA robot face plate with the model face plate.

As the whole robot is described, it can be placed in PLACE and tested. It has to be
checked if the device moves according to the robot specifications and if the positions
which the modelled device reaches are equal to the real robot positions. In our case
the robot is mounted together with the mounting ring on a steel work floor frame.
The mounting ring ensures that the robot is installed in a definite, specified position
and thus can be immediately exchanged if required. The position of installation of the
robot is fixed by means of two locating pins. The robot is fastened to the mounting
ring by six bolts. The fastening of the mounting ring to the foundation floor is by
means of four bolts. The welding torch is connected to the face plate of the robot and
the new TCP is situated in the torch end. The torch is rotated 135.40 or -45.40 about
the X axis to give the torch the same orientation as the real torch in the robot's initial
position: pointing straight down.

Figure 12. The PLACE model of the KUKA IR 161/15/25.
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2.2.3. Placement of the robot in the cell.

The robot is the most important part of the cell. Therefore, it is placed in the
WORLD coordinate system. This is the center of the cell and everything within the
cell is related to this coordinate system. The robot is placed on a mounting ring, as
described earlier. Because of the mounting ring, the robot device could not be aligned
with the WORLD. The mounting ring has a height of exactly 30 mID, but with a
simple measurements can be shown, that the base coordinate system of the robot is at
32.0 mID. Let the robot move to a location where the height of the TCP can be
measured relative to the floor. The difference between the Z-coordinate of that
location and the measured height will be exactly 32 mID. Therefore the robot base
will be translated 32.0 millimetres in Z direction in the PLACE-cell, see also the
robot BUILD-file.

2.3. The product manipulator.

Our product manipulator is a KUKA Swivel Turntable SDTD 742, usably as part of
special machines or assembly and welding systems in manufacturing cells and lines.
The product manipulator is also an industrial robot according to the definition
utilised in this report. However, the product manipulator does not consist of six
degrees of freedom but has only two degrees of freedom. The manipulator is used
only for orientation of the product and therefore, could be looked upon as a wrist
with two degrees of freedom. According to the Stackhouse classification [9] this
manipulator is a group 2, bend-roll wrist and implements pitch and roll. See figure 13.

Figure 13. Mechanical construction of a bend-roll wrist.
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2.3.1. Kinematic description of the product manipulator.

The first axis is a bending rotation and is called the swivel axis, the second axis is a
roll rotation and is called the rotation axis. On top of the manipulator table is a part
of the Philips variable transport system (VTS). The supporting blocks with the
welding products are transported to the product manipulator by the VTS and fixed on
the manipulator in the VTS by a pneumatic system. The middle of such a fixed
supporting block is aligned with the middle of the rotation axis of the turntable. A
problem appears with the fixing of the supporting blocks on the product manipulator
table. The pneumatic system pushes the supporting block against four fixed pins on
the product manipulator table, which causes the supporting block to transform : the
flat surface of the supporting block bends. The center of an empty supporting block
will be about 1 mm higher than the edges of the block. It is not known how much this
transformation will be when jigs and fixtures are mounted in top of the supporting
blocks, but probably less than 1 mm.

Figure 14. The KUKA Swivel Turntable SDTD 742 with part of the VTS.

About the KUKA turntable not much information is available. Only some specifica
tions are at hand. These specifications are included in appendix 7. During the
research assignment more specifications about the zero point of the manipulator were
desired and were obtained from KUKA Houthalen (Belgium). See also appendix 11.
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The manipulator is controlled by the same controller as the robot, namely the RC
22/41, which uses RCM3 for control algorithms. Therefore, the manipulator is
controlled with two additional axes. If the additional axes are controlled by the same
controller the robot uses, three items have to be determined :
- Which type of additional axes are used, translational or rotational.
- The values of the connection elements, called "verbindungselementen" (VBE) by

KUKA (can also be called "zero point correction" or "change of origin location").
- Additional axes kinematics as a chain of these connection elements and motion axes

(also called joints and zusatzachsen ZA by KUKA).

Generally, the additional axes consist of either translation or rotation axes. These
axes have to be described relative to the robot coordinate system (called RCS) and
stored on address QMZACO in the controller. Through this address more informa
tion is reached, such as zero points of the axes, motion systems, maximal axes speeds,
etc. (see also appendix 11, correspondence). The VBE's have to have the following
syntax:

translation along the X axis = Vx
translation along the Y axis = Vy
translation along the Z axis = Vz
rotation about the X axis = Rx (C)
rotation about the Y axis = Ry (B)
rotation about the Z axis = Rz(A)

The connection elements are a series of constant translations or rotations between the
coordinate systems, particularly the robot coordinate system and the additional axes
coordinate system. The additional axes are variable translations or rotations of a
coordinate system and define the motion of a joint. The chain of connection elements
and additional axes start at the robot coordinate system and ends at the additional
axes coordinate system.

Our manipulator consists of two additional rotation axes and two connection
elements.
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Figure 15. Additional axes kinematics of the KUKA SDTD 742.

The real values of VBE1 and VBE2 are determined by KUKA Houthalen through a
series of eight measurements and have a maximum systematical deviation of 0.4 mm
(see correspondence appendix 11).

VBE1 x = 1170.30 A = 136.1206
Y = -420.06 B = 0.0181
Z = 659.43 C = 0.0711

VBE2 x = 0.00 A = 0.0000
Y = 0.00 B = 0.0000
Z = 132.05 C = 0.0000

When the additional axes are activated by hand or by a program~ the robot base
coordinate system is transformed from its robot base to the additional axes coordinate
system by the chain of connection elements (VBE~s) and additional axes~ see figure
15. The position and orientation of the robot TCP is then relative to a point on the
manipulator table; the additional axes coordinate system. For instance the "home"
coordinate :

x = 1141.3 A = -115.6
Y = -493.8 B = 89.6
Z = 1528.1 C = -89.3
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This coordinate will be, with the additional axes on :
X = -29.0 A = 103.8
Y = 73.7 B = 89.5
Z = 736.6 C = -84.9

In other words, the six axes of the robot are on top of the two manipulator axes.

• An advantage of this system is that the robot TCP moves with the motions of
the manipulator table, when this performs a motion. The position and orienta
tion of the welding torch relative to the welding product stays the same when
the product moves because of a moving manipulator table. This way of
describing the position and orientation of the robot TCP is very useful if the
robot is programmed at the work cell itself (teach-in programming).

• A very big disadvantage is that off-line programming is very difficult. The
robot has to be programmed relative to a coordinate system, which can move
itself. This movable, additional axes coordinate system is therefore a "dynamic"
coordinate system. The position and orientation of the additional axes
coordinate system changes with every movement of the two additional axes.
For every robot movement, the position and orientation of the additional axes
have to be determined first, after that the position and orientation of the robot
TCP can be determined.

• Until now it is even not possible to make robot programs off-line, because of
the "dynamic" coordinate system. The ROBOTICS system is not able to model
such a movable coordinate system. The KUKA-SRCL translator, present on
the VAX-VMS system, can only translate a sequence and USR-file into a
robot program, using the robot base coordinate system as off-line programming
coordinate system. This means that if the additional axes are activated by a
sequence command, the proper robot commands are generated, but only the
position and orientation of the robot TCP are wrong. The generated position
and orientation of the robot TCP are relative to the robot base coordinate
system, instead of the additional axes coordinate system.

2.4. Modelling the product manipulator.

The KUKA manipulator was not present in the ROBOTICS library ,and therefore,
had to be modelled from scratch. We also need for the manipulator a geometry and
an accurate kinematic description.

2.4.1. Manipulator drawings.

The geometry of the manipulator must also be designed in a CAD system, the same
way as explained for the robot. A problem was that no model or accurate drawing
was available of the KUKA manipulator. Van Veldhoven has modelled the manipu
lator on the UNIGRAPHICS II system in 1991 [14].
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The drawing of the KUKA SDTD 742 is called MAN.PRT (see appendix 4 for
drawings). This drawing is an updated version of the Van Veldhoven model. In this
assignment the dimensions and the kinematic description are checked again. There
fore, some parts (links) are real solids and other parts are grouped wireframes, which
are treated as solids. For this reasons the ROBOTICS model can not be reconverted
to UNIGRAPHICS with the conversion option in PlACE.

Figure 16. Geometry of the KUKA manipulator.

The facet tolerances of the parts of the manipulator are 12.7 because of the little
importance for off-line programming of accurate display of the manipulator parts.

2.4.2. Kinematic description of the modelled manipulator.

The manipulator consists of four links, numbered from 0 to 3. The relationships
between each consecutive link is described in the same way as explained by the robot.
The relationships are a series of constant and/or variable transformations between
the link coordinate systems, which are described in BUILD.

Because the manipulator complies with the rules, given in paragraph 2.2.2., the
kinematic algorithms are automatically generated by BUILD. The manipulator device
does not have an arm, but has only two degrees of freedom used for orientation.
Thus, forward and inverse kinematics are generated automatically by BUILD.

The manipulator can only move in one coordinate system, which is the joint depended
motion mode. The CRD-file representing this type of motion is the JOINTSM.CRD
(see appendix 5. CRD-files). The two parameters representing the position of the
manipulator are joint angles.
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In ROBOTICS, the manipulator can be moved alone (without moving the robot too)
by activating the manipulator device. Generally, the manipulator will not move alone
but only together with the robot. In ROBOTICS this is done by a so called "COOR
DINATED MOTION". For this type of motion, a COMPOUND DEVICE has to
described. This COMPOUND DEVICE consists of the robot as first sub-device and
the product manipulator as second sub-device and· is able to move both sub-devices.
This COORDINATED GOTO command will be post-processed into the "activate
additional axes" command and a into new coordinates for both objects. However, it is
not possible in ROBOTICS to program a dynamic coordinate system for off-line
programming as explained by the real additional axes. Every position and orientation
of the robot TCP, which is in ROBOTICS the "TOOL TPOINT', is later post
processed relative to the robot base coordinate system, also when a coordinated
motion is performed. How this problem can be solved is still not known. The problem
is explain to EDS-Paris and EDS-KOln (see appendix 11. correspondence) and no real
solution has been offered until now. Suggested is to write a translator which trans
forms the generated robot coordinates relative to the robot base coordinate system
into robot coordinates relative to the moving additional axes coordinate system. This
translator should run after the KUKA-SRCL translator has been used (see correspon
dence, appendix 11).

2.4.3. Placement in the cell.

The placement of the product manipulator is very important for off-line programming.
If the product manipulator is not placed at the right location in the cell, all the
coordinates of the robot, calculated relative to the robot base coordinate system, are
not correct. When these coordinates are downloaded to the robot controller in a
robot program, the robot will move to places in the "real" cell where no product is
present. The determination of the exact location of the product manipulator in the
cell is described in chapter 4. The position and orientation of the product manipulator
relative to the WORLD-coordinate system is determined with an accuracy of ± 1 mm
relative to the "real" location and is expressed relative the WORLD-coordinate system
with a translational and a rotational transformation :

Translational

Rotational

x = 1293.0
Y = 502.9
Z = 2.3
X = -0.14
Y = -0.05
Z = 136.33

These values are the position and orientation of the first product manipulator link in
PLACE, MANWPAO relative to the WORLD coordinate system. When the dimen
sions of the product manipulator are added to these values the position and orienta
tion of the center product table can be calculated.
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2.5. The welding wire support post.

The last object in the modelled cell is the support post of the package of the welding
wire, see also figure 1. The model of the support post is more simple, than the real
support post. The real support post consists of a post and a plate. Attached to this
plate is the reel of the welding wire. Because the reel of the welding wire attached on
the back of the plate, it is not modelled. Also, the real plate has a complex shape,
which is not precisely modelled, but only the envelope is modelled. In the model, just
the post and the plate are modelled. The package of the welding wire is, as explained
earlier, not modelled.

The position and orientation of the welding wire support post, relative to the
WORLD-coordinate system, is determined with a robot measurement. The accuracy
of the position and orientation, relative to the "real" location is ± 1 mm. The
coordinates of the position and orientation are expressed relative to the WORLD
coordinate system :

Translational

Rotational

x = 763.5
Y = 813.7
Z = 0.0
X = 0.0
Y = 0.0
Z = -136.1
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Chapter 3. The product descriptions.

The KUKA robot and manipulator are part of FALC, a Flexible Assembly- and
Welding Cell (Flexibele Assemblage- en Las Cel). The FALC-project intends to
gather technological knowledge by realizing an unmanned welding cell. The products
assembled and welded in this cell are a family of pipes, flanges and plates. The most
complex product of the family, a certain type of a brake cylinder support, is chosen to
be the test case in the FALC [21]. This brake cylinder support is used to attach the
brake cylinder to the truck axis and holds the brake operating axis. The product
consists of a pipe, a flange, a thick plate and a thin plate. For more information about
the product, see the product drawings in appendix 10 and [21].

Figure 1Z The brake cylinder support welded in the FALe.

The assembling of the brake cylinder support will not be discussed in this report. The
product consists of two sub-assemblies and is welded on two different supporting
blocks. Every sub-assembly has its own supporting block with jigs and fixttues and is
modular built. For modelling the supporting blocks with 'jigs and fixtures, the real
supporting blocks were used. The supporting blocks, jigs and fixtures were measured
by hand and modelled in the CAD, as explained earlier. The position of the jigs and
fixtures on the supporting blocks were checked afterwards.

3.1 The pipe/flange connection.

The first sub-assembly is the pipe/flange-connection. The welding of the flange to the
pipe is very simple. The pipe and flange are situated in the middle of the supporting
block and during the welding of the flange to the pipe, the supporting block rotates
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about its axis and the robot with welding torch stays motionless. To obtain a fair
welding position the first axis of the product manipulator is moved to an angle of 45°,
the welding torch is then pointing straight down. The tolerances of the pipe and
flange, in this position, do normally not affect the quality of the weld.

For the positioning of the pipe and flange on the supporting block, positioning holes
on the flange and positioning pens on the supporting block are used. For the clamp
ing of the pipe an industrial fixture is used and for the clamping of the flange jigs are
used. These jigs are designed for the FALC project and are called "spantang".

Figure 18. The pipe/flange supporting block with the pipe and the flange.

The pipe, flange and supporting block with jigs and fixtures are modelled in the
UNIGRAPHICS V8.0 CAD-system. Because of the advantages of solid modelling, all
the parts are modelled as solids. The solid modelling functions, which are used, are
primitives (basic shapes) and boolean operations. Furthermore, the normal CAD
operations, like layers and transformations, are used. The different parts are modelled
separately and later assembled using Computer Aided Assembly (CAA). For a list of
drawing names and layer contents, see appendix 4.

The assembled supporting block with jigs and fixtures, pipe and flange are converted
to ROBOTICS. The supporting block with jigs and fixtures is in PLACE represented
as one solid because the only functions of the supporting block are to position the
product in the right place on the manipulator and to fill up the used space for
collision detection. Therefore, the largest facet tolerance, 12.7, is chosen for the
supporting block with jigs and fixtures. The facet tolerance for the pipe and flange is
0.1 because these parts are very important for off-line programming.
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Also, the begin point of the weld is modelled in the CAD system and converted as
TPOINT to ROBOTICS. The welding start point is then very easy to program in
ROBOTICS. A "GOTO TPOINT' command is used to move the welding tool to the
right place on the pipe/flange. Because the robot stays motionless during this weld,
no end point of the weld has to be modelled.

3.2. The thick and thin plate/pipe-flange connection.

In the second sub-assembly the thick and thin plate are welded to the pipe. The pipe,
flange, thick plate, thin plate and supporting block with jigs and fixtures are also
modelled on the UNIGRAPHICS system and converted to ROBOTICS in the same
way as explained by the pipe/flange-connection. The thick plate and the thin plate
are welded to the pipe and to each other on the same supporting block, but not at
the same time. This supporting block contains the jigs and fixtures for both welds but
are used separately. That is; the thick plate is placed and welded first on the sup
porting block and after that the thin plate is placed onto the supporting block, in the
jig for the thin plate and on top of the thick plate. The thin plate is then welded to
the pipe and after that to the thick plate.

The begin point, end point and an intermediate point of the welding track are
modelled in the CAD system and converted as TPOINTs to ROBOTICS as is
discussed earlier. Thus, the welding track is very easy to program in ROBOTICS. The
TPOINTs can be used for a "GOTO CIRCLE" motion. This motion uses the position,
which is occupied activating the "GOTO CIRCLE" command, as start point of the
circle and demands two TPOINTs to be input to calculate a circle; the intermediate
point and an end point. The orientation of intermediate-TPOINT is not important,
only the position is used for the calculation. The orientation of the start-TPOINT and
end-TPOINT is important for the orientation of the tool during the circle movement.

Also, the TPOINTs can be used to give the tool the desired welding angle. This is the
angular position of the welding torch during the welding of a trajectory. This angular
position can be pungent or trailing. The pungent angular position is preferred, for
most of the welds in the FALC project, see also appendix 8. In the drawing, a work
coordinate system (WCS) is saved at the chosen position. This WCS can be converted
to ROBOTICS as a tpoint, using the "UNIGRAPHICS to PLACE conversion" comm
and. The WCS's must be converted as a wireframe conversion, instead of all the parts
which are converted as solids.

First, the thick plate is welded to the pipe. This weld is very complicated for several
reasons. The robot can not stay motionless but has to perform a circular motion. The
jig, which later will hold the thin plate, that is somewhat blocking the ideal welding
track. During the welding of the thick plate to the pipe this jig is pulled back, but not
so far that it completely clears the ideal welding track. Also the tolerances of the
thick plate make this weld complicated. Because the thick plate is positioned on the
supporting block by positioning holes, which are situated on one end of the thick
plate and the welding will take place at the other end of the thick plate, the tole-
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rances of the thick plate will definitely affect the quality of the weld. The maximum
tolerances which can occur positioning the thick plate are ± 4.22 mm. [20]. This
tolerance is too large for robot welding and therefore, the design of the jigs and
fixtures for the welding of the thick plate has to be changed [20]. This will not be
discussed in this report. To be on the safe side, the position of the thick plate is
modelled in such a way that the weld is in the middle of the tolerance trajectory. The
clasping of the thick plate is done by the same jigs which are positioning the plate.
During the welding of the thick plate to the pipe, the second axis of the product
manipulator is moved, to give the welding torch a better orientation.

The weld is divided in three parts, because of the thin plate jig which is blocking the
ideal welding track.
• The first part is from the start point of the weld until the jig is approached.

The orientation of the tool on the starting point is very important because
when the desired orientation is used, axis five exceeds its limits. Therefore, the
tool is rotated 900 about the Z-axis of the TCP. During this first part, the tool

, moves in a circle motion around the pipe and rotates about its own axis.
• In the second part, the tool starts to move around the jig which is blocking the

ideal track. It starts at the end of the first part and ends right above the jig.
Because of this moving around the jig, the welding angle changes a few
degrees. Because the welding angle changes only a few degrees, it probably
does not affect the quality of the weld.

• In the last part, the weld is completed. The tool starts at the end of the second
part; right above the jig and ends at the end of the welding track.

Figure 19. The supporting block for the welding of the thick plate to the pipe.
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Secondly, the thin plate is placed on the supporting block. The thin plate/pipe
connection consists of two welds; first the thin plate is welded to the pipe and
secondly the thin plate is welded to the thick plate. Both welds are not very compli
cated.

The thin plate is positioned and clamped by one jig. This is done on a side of the
plate, while the end of the thin plate is resting on the thick plate. Because, the thin
plate is positioned and clamped by just one jig some problems exist with the position
ing and clamping [20].
• The clamping by just one jig is poorly; during transportation and as a result of

little shocks the position of the thin plate changes [20].
• Also, the positioning is not very accurate because of the tolerances of the thick

and thin plate. Four different positioning errors can occur [20]. Three of these
errors are visible and can manually be adjusted almost completely. The last
error is not visible and is caused by the bending angle tolerances of the two
plates.

The maximum distance between the thin plate and the thick plate, where the thin
plate is welded to the thick plate, is 5,14 mm. [20]. This tolerance is also too large for
off-line welding and definitely affects the quality of the weld and therefore, the design
of this supporting block has to be changed too [20]. This will not be discussed in this
report. To be on the safe side, the position of the weld is chosen to be in the middle
of the tolerance trajectory. Therefore, the distance between the thin and the thick
plate is modelled 2.6 mm.

The welding of the thin plate to the pipe is the first weld of the thin plate/pipe
connection. This weld is a circular motion around the pipe and is not very compli
cated. To give the tool a certain orientation during the welding trajectory , the weld is
divided in two parts. Six TPOINTs are used for this circular motion and are added in
the drawing as described earlier. To give the welding torch a better orientation during
the welding of the thin plate, the product manipulator is moved in the second axis.

The welding of the thin plate to the thick plate is even more simple, because the
welding track is a straight line. To reach the best orientation for the welding tool, the
product manipulator moves both axes. The welding track will then be in a horizontal
plane. In the drawing the start point and end point of the weld are aided as described
before.
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Figure 20. The supporting block for the thin plate.
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Chapter 4. Guidelines for OtT-line programming.

When performing off-line programming with a software cell as work cell, a very
accurate cell description is needed. Programming a cell with the teach-in method does
not require such a accurate cell description. However, the software cell for off-line
programming must be designed in a systematic and consistent way. This systematic
design includes an accurate geometrical and kinematical device description and
correct placement of the devices in the cell. In this research assignment, much time is
spent on finding the right geometrical and kinematical device description and finding
the right placement of the different devices in the ROBOTICS work cell. This was
due to the fact that the real cell was built as an on-line programming cell.

Until now the cell was only programmed by the teach-in method. This means that all
programs, run on the robot controller, were made by hand using the robot and
manipulator at the work cell. This programming method does not need an accurate
description of the used parts and placement of the parts in the cell. The programmer
directs the robot and/or manipulator to the position and orientation he wants and
stores this location with six degrees of freedom in the controller. The total robot
program is made by storing the desired positions and orientations after each other.

When the programmer directs the robot and/or manipulator to the desired position
and orientation, he does not care what the exact position of the product manipulator
or what the exact position of the welding wire support post is; the programmer can
see when the welding wire support post is blocking the robot movement or when the
robot reaches the desired location with the desired orientation. For this reason little
information about the robot and product manipulator and of the exact layout of the
cell was available. So, a lot of information had to be checked or determined.

• First of all, the device descriptions which were used by Van Veldhoven [14],
had to be checked. The kinematic description of the KUKA robot and the
product manipulator have been changed in cooperation with KUKA Houthalen
(Belgium) and EDS Paris, see also correspondence in appendix 11. The
product manipulator ooes not work with "similar device kinematics" any more,
but works as a normal device.

• Secondly, the devices geometrical descriptions, which were used by Van
Veldhoven, were changed. The wrist of the KUKA robot has been changed
and the mounting ring, where the robot is standing on, was added to the work
cell. The product manipulator was missing a part of the product table, which
was also added to the device.

Then, the process of determining the right placement of the different parts, the robot,
the product manipulator and the welding wire support post began. Because of the
problems, mentioned by Melio [16], with the ADJUST-module, this module was not
used for adjusting the cell. The method used to determine the correct placement of
the parts in the cell was an iterative process.
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• Let the real robot touch some points on an other object in the cell, for
instance the product manipulator with a well-known point, for instance the
welding torch end point which is the TCP. The "real" coordinates of these
points are then used in PlACE to see whether the cell has to changed.

• Make sure that the robot is correctly modelled, because it will be the measur
ing device. Let the robot move to the "real" coordinates in the PlACE-cell, by
typing the coordinates in a "GOTO COORDINATES" command. If the robot
does not reach the same position as in the "real" cell, the PlACE-cell has to
be adjusted.

• Calculate the difference between the "real" coordinates and the PlACE
positions and use this calculated difference to move the PlACE-device to the
right position in the cell.

• Then, carry out the same process again, until the differences between the "real"
cell and the PlACE-cell are zero or small enough.

The accuracy of the ROBOTICS system is very high. Any value can be calculated to
at least four decimals. However, the differences between the model and the real
object can be made as small as the accuracy of the "real" robot coordinates. If the
robot coordinates are calculated to one decimal, the placement of the parts in the cell
can be determined to one decimal, etc. When a robot coordinate is displayed to three
decimals, it is not very certain that this coordinate is accurate to three decimals. How
accurate this PlACE-cell must be, has to be considered.

ROBOTICS uses rigid bodies and does not take into account that the "real"
robot is not always as accurate as is desired. Because of the mass and the mass
inertia of the robot links and possible loadings, coupling reaction forces
between joints (especially at high speeds), gravity loading effects and the fact
that a robot is a chain of elastic elements, the programmed trajectory will
differ from the actual trajectory. Trajectory inaccuracies, performing a certain
straight trajectory in space, can increase to 0.81 mm as a result of the position
of the robot in space and the robot trajectory speed [15]. This trajectory
inaccuracy can increase to 1.6 mm, performing circular movements in space
[15]. Also, the slow activation of the servo engines, when the brakes are
switched off at the beginning of a movement will cause the robot's TCP to
drop about 0.3 mm [15]. The robot manufacturer claims a repeatability of less
than ± 0.2 mm (see robot specifications appendix 6). How this repeatability is
defined is not known.

An other inaccuracy is the bending of the supporting blocks, once they are
fixed on the product manipulator by the pneumatic system. How much this
inaccuracy is for the different blocks is not measured, but will always be less
than 1 mm.

Also, the tolerances of products, which have to be manufactured in the cell,
have to be taken into account. These tolerances are for the thick plate ± 4.22
mm and for the thin plate 2.6 mm.
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The maximum inaccuracy for the welding of a single product is hard to
determine, because some inaccuracies will neutralize each other, like the
inaccuracy of the supporting blocks and the bending over of the robot. The
maximum inaccuracy will still be about 5.8 mID.

With all these inaccuracies in mind, modelling the PLACE-cell with an
accuracy of ± 1 mID seems to be acceptable.

When in the future, new cells are built or an existing cell is changed much work can
be saved using ROBOTICS in an early stage of the design. ROBOTICS can be used
in the first stages of designing new work cells in production or assembly lines.
ROBOTICS can visualize the future cell without actually having the different parts of
the cell and gives a good idea which information is needed for off-line programming,
like; exact positions of the parts in the cell, joint speeds and accelerations, joint limits,
motion modes of the parts, coordinate systems which are used, etc. Some guidelines
can be given for designing a new cell or changing an existing cell, which will be used
for off-line programming.

• ROBOTICS can be used to investigate which type or model or even which
.make has to be bought for a certain task. A simple model of the future cell
has to be made and the preferred robot can be placed in it. If the preferred
robot cannot fulfil its tasks or if another robot has to be tested, the robot can
be removed from the cell and another robot can be placed in the cell almost
instantly. All available robots can be tested and the choice, which robot should
be bought, will then be carefully considered.

• ROBOTICS can also be used to determine the "best" work cell layout. When a
robot and/or other parts are chosen or even are already bought, the parts are
placed in a cell. Let every part perform their tasks and shift the parts around
in the work cell until the best layout is found. Because moving around objects
in ROBOTICS is very easy, this will not cost much effort. Another advantage
of this way of working is that many future problems are made visible and can
be eliminated before the cell is actually built.

• ROBOTICS can be used to build the cell. When the "best" layout is deter
mined, a drawing of the work cell can be made and this drawing can be used
as work drawing during the building of the cell.

• When the cell will be built, try to do it in accordance with the drawings. The
builder should strive for an accuracy of ± 10 mm building the actual cell. In
this way, the builder will not put too much effort in trying to build the exact
designed cell and still will have the ''best'' layout. Later on, the PLACE-cell can
be adjusted to the 'just built' cell in ROBOTICS.

• Adjusting the PLACE-cell to the actual cell can be done as described earlier.
Measure a few points on the different parts in the cell with a well known point
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on the robot, for instance the tool end point. Let the PLACE-robot go to the
same coordinates and calculate the difference between the actual points and
the place of the parts where the tool end point should have been. Move the
parts in the cell until the differences are zero or are satisfyingly small. Working
in this way, building or changing a work cell, not many (unexpected) problems
will turn up.

When using ROBOTICS for off-line programming, some guidelines can be given to
make the programming easy and the programs consistent.

• When a product, which will be welded, is designed in a CAD-system, make
sure that begin and end points of the welding track are added in the drawing.
It is much easier to put these points on the right place and with the desired
orientation in a CAD-system than in ROBOTICS. In this way, the locations of
the desired welding points in the PLACE-cell are not important. Wherever the
product will be in the cell, the welding points are always on the right spot. A
disadvantage of this way of programming is, that when in the CAD-system
changes are made to the welding points, the order of the points in ROBOTICS
can be changed and the program has to be changed too.

• Standard procedures, like the starting and stopping of the welding process, the
cleaning of the welding torch, etc. should be placed in operations. In
ROBOTICS, an operation can be defined and can contain all kinds of com
mands. A operation can be activated in a PLACE-sequence, which is the base
of a robot program. When the sequence is later post-processed into a robot
program the operations are added into the program, but in the sequence only
the operation name is stated. In this way the welding sequences in PLACE will
be short, simple and well-organized whereas the robot program is complete.

• Add some comment lines into the welding sequences and used operations, so
that the sequences or robot programs are readable for everybody, new comers
included.
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Chapter 5. A welding program sequence.

Off-line programming, using ROBOTICS, is very simple. In PlACE, the cell is
merged containing the model of the real work cell. Whether the modelled product is
part of the modelled cell, which is merged or the modelled product is merged into the
cell as a separate frame or cell, is the choice of the user. In this investigation is
chosen to include the modelled product in the cell. In this way the complete cell is
merged into PlACE and can be used instantly. As a result of this choice, there are
three cells; FALCFIXl, FALCFIX2 and FALCFIX3. Every cell is containing a
different product; FALCFIXI contains the pipe/flange connection, FALCFIX2
contains the first sub-assembly, which is the pipe-flange/thick plate connection and
FALCFIX3 contains the second sub-assembly, which is the connection of the thin
plate to the thick plate and the pipe-flange.

When the cell is merged into PlACE, the sequence, which will be the base of the
welding program, can be made. This sequence will contain all the commands to let
the robot move to all the welding points, the commands to start and stop the welding
process and to manipulate the product manipulator to the desired orientation. The
commands to start and stop the welding process are included in the sequence as
operations. These operations are defined in a user file (USR-file, see also the COM
MAND manual [3]) and these operation are called in the sequence by stating the
operation name. The operations can be organized in such a way that the starting and
stopping of the welding process will be a sub-program of the main program.

• It should be noted that a complete robot program, already existing for the dis
cussed product sub-assemblies, can not be exactly reproduced. It is not yet
clear how the "dynamic" coordinate system of the robot, during a
COORDINATED MOTION, can be solved in ROBOTICS. The problem is
explained and until no solution is offered by E.D.S to solve the problem within
ROBOTICS. It may be possible to write an additional translator, which can be
run after the normal translator that calculates "new" robot positions and
orientations when the additional axes are activated. This additional translator
should use some sort of matrix transformation to calculate the new robot
positions and orientations during the time when the additional axes are on (see
correspondence, appendix 11). The structure of the ROBOTICS system
prevents, in my opinion, the possibility of a solution within the ROBOTICS
system. When in the BUILD-module a device is modelled, the first link will be
the base of the device, unless defined differently in the "ground link name"
definition. This first link will be the base coordinate system of the device. The
way to change the location of the base coordinate system is to define a "world
to robot base transformation" in the BUILD-file. However, this will cause the
total device to move to that location and still generate the coordinates relative
to its own base coordinate system.
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• Because of the problems with the "dynamic" coordinate system, it is also not
totally clear how to turn off the additional axes in the sequence. The
COORDINATED MOTION DEVICE can be turned off in a sequence but no
command in the robot program is generated, as a result of this sequence
statement. When movement of the additional axes is wanted in the robot
program, a cell containing a COORDINATED MOTION DEVICE has to be
created. The sequence, which is later on translated into a robot program, has
to contain a COORDINATED GOTO. This COORDINATED GOTO is a
simultaneous motion for both devices of the COORDINATED MOTION
DEVICE. The COORDINATED GOTO results, in the robot program, in a
motion for both objects. So, for generating movement of the additional axes, a
COMPOUND MOTION DEVICE is needed in the translator. It seems not to
be possible to generate movement of the additional axes in any other way.
Because the translation is for the COORDINATED MOTION DEVICE,
turning off the additional axes in the same sequence, is conflicting with the
definition of the COORDINATED MOTION DEVICE.

Due to this problems it is, until now, not possible to reproduce the existing
robot programs exactly. The structure of the robot program can be reproduced
quite good, but the COORDINATED MOTION statements have to be investi
gated further. It has to be sorted out whether additional axes can be turned off
in a sequence of a cell containing a COMPOUND MOTION DEVICE.
Perhaps it is possible indeed, to generate movement of the additional axes in a
robot program without a cell containing a COMPOUND MOTION DEVICE.
My opinion is that E.D.S. is probably very interested in this problem, because
the programming of additional axes for a KUKA robot is not done before and
also for other robots it is not done very often.

One sequence will be discussed in this chapter. Because the sequences and therefore
also the robot programs are all alike, it will be sufficient to discuss only one
sequence. Only, the welding parameters are different for each product. These
parameters are defined in the operations, just described. The sequence for the
welding of the thin plate to the thick plate and the pipe-flange connection is chosen.
This sequence is called FIX3LAS.SEQ. It should be mentioned that the cell belonging
to this sequence contains the COMPOUND DEVICE. The commands "DEFINE
COORD_MOTION_DEVICE: FALC, KUKA, MAN;" are not necessary. -
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;******* PLACE Release 9.0 *******
ACTIVE DEVICE: MAN;
SET DEVICE SPEED: (MM), 80.000;- -ACTIVE DEVICE: KUKA;
WORKING TPOINT: TOORTS,TP;
SET DEVICE TOOL TPOINT: TOORTS,TP;
SOLID_TO_WIREFRAME: ;
WIREFRAME TO SOLID: FIX3;
WIREFRAME-TO-SOLID: FIX3;
WIREFRAME-TO-SOLID: FIX3;
WIREFRAME-TO-SOLID: FIX3;
WIREFRAME=TO=SOLID: FIX3;

Robotics-Welding sequence

setting of the display
during the sequence to
save calculation time

approaching the welding
track of the thin plate

leaving the welding
track and move home

GOTO HOME: NOP;
DEFINE COORD MOTION DEVICE: FALC, KUKA, MAN;
COORDINATED OOTO: FALC, KUKA, NOMOVE, MAN, JOINTS, (MM), 0.0000
65.5000, NOP; -
;additional axes off
RDC: AAX OFF;
GOTO TPOINT: LASPUNT, TPT9, NOP;
SET DEVICE MOTION MODE: STRAIGHT;
GOfO_TPOINT: LASPUNT,TPT8;
SET_DEVICE_SPEED: (MM), 10.000;
PAUSE;

RDC: SPG OP1 1; calling sub-program in robot program
;ontsteken
SET DEVICE SPEED: (MM), 1.000; the welding of
GOfO CIRCLE: LASPUNT,TPTlO, LASPUNT,TPTll,NOP; the thin plate
GOTO-CIRCLE: LASPUNT,TPT12, LASPUNT,TPT13,NOP; to the pipe
RDC: SPG OP4 1; calling sub-program in robot program
;kratervullen

see also figure 17.

SET_DEVICE_SPEED: (MM), 10.000;
GOTO TPOINT: LASPUNT,TPT14,NOP;
SET_DEVICE_SPEED: (MM), 80.0000;
GOTO_HOME, NOP;

DEFINE COORD MOTION DEVICE: FALC, KUKA, MAN;
COORDINATED OOTO: FALC, KUKA, NOMOVE, MAN, JOINTS, (MM),
90.0000, 180.000,NOP; moving the product
;additional axes off manipulator to the
RDC: AAX OFF; desired orientation
GOTO_TPOINT: LASPUNT,TPT6,NOP; and approaching the
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SET DEVICE SPEED: (MM), 10.000;
GOfO_TPOINT: LASPUNT, TPT5, NOP;
GOTO_TPOINT: LASPUNT, TPT4, NOP;
PAUSE: ;

Robotics-Welding sequence

welding track of the
thin to the thick
plate

calling sub-program in robot program

the welding of the
thin plate to the
thick plate

Figure 21. The orientation of the product manipulator.

RDC: SPG OP1 1;
;ontsteken
SET DEVICE SPEED: (MM), 1.0000;
GOfO_TPOINT: LASPUNT,TPT1, NOP;
RDC: SPG OP4 1;
;kratervullen
SET DEVICE SPEED: (MM), 10.000;
GOfO_TPOINT: LASPUNT,TPTI, NOP;
SET DEVICE SPEED: (MM), 80.000;
GOfO_HOME, NOP;

DEFINE COORD MOTION DEVICE: FALC, KUKA, MAN;
COORDINATED GOTO: FALC, KUKA, NOMOVE, MAN, JOINTS: (MM),
O.OOO,NOP; - initial positions
;additional axes off for both sub-
RDC: AAX OFF; devices

GOTO_HOME,ONTSTEKEN;
GOTO_HOME, KRATERVULLEN;
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Robotics-Welding sequence

Figure 22. Detail of the welding of the thin to the thick plate.

The USR-file, belonging to this sequence will be discussed. The real USR-file should
contain more operations, but just two operations are discussed to give an idea how it
works. The name of the USR-file could be FIX3LAS.USR.

FUNCTION =ON,HP96
&INC SEQ FIX3LAS

&OPERATION ONTSTEKEN
DEF OPl HP96 A
HLTVW
;toorts ontsteken
ANU Kl 0+0.300 ITf 0
ANU K2 0+ 0.200 ITf 0
GRP 2 OPN
GRP 1 SL
WCH IS L
ANU Kl 0+0.450 ITf 0
ANU K2 0 + 0.300 ITf 0
WCH Tl2
END OPl HP96 A
&END OPERATION

giving the robot program the name hp96
calling sequence fix3las

definition of the operation ontsteken
setting of all the welding parameters
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definition of the operation kratervullen
setting of the welding parameters

Robotics-Welding sequence

&OPERATION KRATERVULLEN
DEF OP4 HP96 A
;kratervullen
AND Kl 0+ 0.400 lIT 0
AND K2 0+ 0.280 lIT 0
WCH T18
;terugbranden
AND K3 0+0.180 lIT 0
GRP 10PN
GRP2 SL
AND 0+0.100 lIT 0
WCH 15 L
HLTVW
END OP4 HP96 A
&END OPERATION
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and recommendations.

In this research assignment, the ROBOTICS software package should be used to
model the existing FALC cell, supporting blocks with jigs and fixtures and products
welded in the cell. The FALC project, a flexible assembly and welding cell, intends to
gather technological knowledge by realizing an unmanned welding cell. The assign
ment was divided in three parts :
• Model the existing FALC cell and investigate the needed accuracy.
• Model a few existing products, welded in the FALC cell, with the applied jigs

and fixtures and supporting blocks.
• Generate the robot programs for the modelled products and compare them

with the existing robot programs, created by teach-in.

Considerable time was spend on the modelling of the existing cell and the investiga
tion of the accuracy. Due to this, the cell has been updated and some problems are
solved or at least described. The kinematic descriptions of the robot and of the
product manipulator were changed, the locations of both devices in the cell were
determined and the accuracy of both objects were investigated. The problem with the
moving coordinate system of robot when the additional axes are activated could not
be solved yet, but the problem is described and also explained to several people at
E.D.S.

The robot can have a trajectory (in)accuracy of 0.8 mm as a result of the position of
the robot in space and the robot trajectory speed and this trajectory inaccuracy can
increase to 1.6 mm, performing circular movements in space. The position and
orientation of the coordinate system of the additional axes are determined with a
systematical error of ± 0.4 mm. The position and orientation of the additional axes
coordinate system is used to calculate robot TCP positions and orientations, when the
additional axes are activated.

Secondly, a existing product, welded in the FALC, is modelled. This product consists
of two sub-assemblies, both with their own supporting blocks with jigs and fixtures.
The accuracy of the products and the supporting blocks are investigated too. The
surface of the supporting blocks bends, once they are fixed on the product manipu
lator by the pneumatic system. Due to this bending of the surface, the center of the
supporting block would be 1 mm higher than the sides of the block. How much this
inaccuracy is for the different blocks with jigs and fixtures is not measured, but will
always be less than 1 mm.

Also, the tolerances of products, which have to be manufactured in the cell, have to
be taken into account. These tolerances are for the thick plate ± 4.22 mm and for the
thin plate 2.6 mm.

The maximum inaccuracy for the welding of a single product is hard to determine,
because some inaccuracies will neutralize each other, like the inaccuracy of the
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supporting blocks and the bending over of the robot. The maximum inaccuracy will
still be about 5.8 mm. With all these inaccuracies in mind, the PlACE-cell is
modelled with an accuracy of ± 1 mm.

The last part of the assignment could not be realized because of two problems. First,
as a result of the inaccuracies of the different parts in the cell: the robot, the product
manipulator, the supporting blocks with jigs and fIxtures and the products, the
maximum inaccuracy during the welding of product could amount to as much as ±
5.8 mm. This inaccuracy is too large for off-line programming.

Secondly, the ROBOTICS software can not generate the proper position and
orientation values for the robot when the additional axes are activated. When the
additional axes of the product manipulator are activated, the robot base coordinate
system will be transformed to the coordinate system of the additional axes, which is
on top of the product manipulator table. The position and orientation of the robot
TCP is then relative to the movable coordinate system of the product manipulator.
Because of these problems it was not recommendable to generate the robot programs
and compare them with the existing robot programs.

Summing up all those inaccuracies can give the impression that this cell is completely
unsuitable for off-line programming, but the situation is far from hopeless. Especially
when is considered that this was the first attempt for off-line programming. The
problems summed up are all well known problems in off-line programming.

Of course, the reduction of the inaccuracies is something were should be strived for.
After all, the better the kinematic description of the robot model, the more accurate
the prediction of the real robot movements will be. Therefore, also the next person
working with ROBOTICS and this modelled cell should check the used kinematic
descriptions and used accuracies, to see whether the model can be improved. Because
a large inaccuracy is caused by tolerances of the used products, redesigning the
clamping of the thick and thin plate, could reduce the inaccuracy to a acceptable
level. Another way to deal with the tolerances of the used products is calibration of
the position of the products in the cell. When the positions of the products in the real
cell are measured, these measurements could be used to calibrate the modelled
products in the software cell. A way to by-pass the inaccuracy problem is to use
welding track sensors on the torch during welding.

The problem with the moving coordinate system is still being investigated at E.D.S. A
solution can probably be found in writing an additional translator for transforming the
position and orientation values during the activating of the additional axes. This
problem should be investigated further in cooperation with E.D.S., who are willing to
help. Also the COORDINATED GOTOs have to be investigated further. There is a
great chance that nobody has ever worked with ROBOTICS and a KUKA robot with
additional axes before. However, the problems with the COORDINATED GOTOs
are not really KUKA robot dependent and there probable will be someone at E.D.S.
who can be helpful with this problem.
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Try to use ROBOTICS more often. The software package can perform many tasks,
designing new work cells, I/O communication simulation, testing of robots, selection
of robot which will be bought, simulation and of course off-line programming. Try to
program also other robots, present at the TOE. Make sure that the knowledge stay at
the TOE.
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Glossary

Accuracy: A measurement of the ability of a robot manipulator to go to a specified
commanded point in space.
Algorithm: A given, detailed set of rules, usually in the form of mathematical
equations, designed to achieve a specified result in a finite number of steps.
Alphanumeric: A term applied to characters which are either numerals, letters of the
alphabet, or special symbols. Such characters are called alphanumeric to distinguish
them from characters, special graphics or machine language symbols, which are used
to command a computer.
Anthropomorphic: Having a human shape. An anthropomorphic
robot is one with rotary joints which enable it to perform tasks in a manner resembl
ing that of a human: a jointed-arm robot.
Arm: That part of the robot, which supports and moves the wrist and end effector
through space. Generally a robot arm is an interconnected series of mechanical links
and joints.
Articulated coordinate system: A robot arm where all joints are revolute joints.
Analogous to the anthropomorphic arm.
Artificial intelligence: This term refers to the capability of a computer to perform
operations, which simulate human intelligence. Examples of such operations are
learning, adaption, recognition, classification, reasoning, self- correction and improve
ment.
ASCII: American standard code for information interchange, an 8-bit code used to
represent alphanumeric, punctuation and special characters for use in control.
Axis: A path of travel in the rotary or translational, prismatic (sliding) joint in a
robot: a degree of freedom.
Cartesian coordinates: Also called rectangular coordinates. This refers to a set of
three numbers which define the location of a point in a rectilinear coordinate system,
composed of three perpendicular axes, referred to as X, Y, Z coordinates.
CAE-system: A Computer Aided Engineering system is which uses besides the
designing of products, also numerical analyzing and optimizing of design alternatives.
Clamp: A device designed to bind or constrict or to press two or more parts together,
so as to hold them firmly. Clamping is the process of holding parts together.
Closed loop: This is a robot control system, which uses feedback to control its
operation. In a closed loop system, the robot control uses feedback to measure and
compare the actual system performance to the programmed desired performance and
then makes adjustments accordingly.
Configuration: A robot arm can reach a location in the work volume with different
positions of the three arm links. These different arm positions are called configura
tions. Configurations can also refer to the way the robot was built.
Continuous path: A method of controlling in which the commands or inputs specify
all points in the desired path of motion.
Controlled path: A method of robot motion control in which
intermediate points between command points are interpolated by the robot controller.
This allows the robot to move in a straight line between programmed points.
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Controller: Robot's brain, a computer-instructed system which directs the motion of
the robot end effector, such as a microcomputer or some other programmable device.
Convert: transforming a set of data into an other form. In this report the data from a
CAD-drawing is transformed into data usable in ROBOTICS.
Cylindrical coordinates: Spatial coordinates defined by two distances and an angle. A
cylindrical coordinate robot can move in one angular and two linear directions.
Data: A collection of facts or alphanumeric characters which are processed or
produced by a computer.
Degree of freedom: A motion variable for a robot axis, usually referring to a rotation
or a translation.
Device: Any piece of machinery or equipment. Within ROBOTICS, a device refers to
a, modelled, open linkage. Devices encompass mechanisms, NC machines and robots.
DNC: Direct Numerical Control.
Elbow: Part of a robot arm.
End effector: The tool attached to the end of a robot wrist which actually performs
the work; also gripper or process tool.
Facet: A facet representation of a geometry is a way to represent a curved surface
with smaller, flat, polygon surfaces. This makes boolean operations on curved surfaces
easier and can be used for creating fast shaded images of a surface.
Feature: A certain characteristic of an image, such as an edge, contour or silhouette
or transitions from black to white or vice versa.
Fixture: A device (not a ROBOTICS device) needed to hold a workpiece in the
proper position for the performance of work. The act or process of fixing. Generally,
a fixture is a permanent appendage.
Global: Overall, as in a global measurement of an object.
Global coordinate system: A reference coordinate system in a fixed location; con
trasted with a joint coordinate system, which moves with the robot joint.
Graphic system: A system which collects, uses and presents information in pictorial
form.
Gripper: An end effector of a robot, usually referred to as a "hand". A gripper is
designed to pick up, hold, and/or release the part or object being handled.
Image: A spatial array of information or picture, such as presented by a TV camera.
I/O: Input/Output.
Jig: A device to maintain mechanically the correct positional relationship between a
piece of work and the tool or between parts of work during assembly.
Joint: A single degree of arm rotation or translation.
Joint-interpolated motion: A method of coordinating the movement of joints in such
a way that all joints arrive at the desired location simultaneously.
Language: A defined group of representative characters or symbols combined with
specific rules necessary for their interpretation. The rules enable an assembler or
compiler to translate the characters into forms meaningful to a machine, a system or
a process (in this case a robot).
Link: A, rigid, body or part of a robot or manipulator which may rotate or translate
with respect to a reference coordinate frame.
Load capacity: The weight which a robot can manipulate with a fully extended arm.
Location: The position in the work volume.
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Loop: The repeated execution of a series of instructions for a variable number of
times.
Manipulator: The mechanism of a robot which moves for the performing of its work.
However used in this report the term manipulator refers to the product manipulator,
the two external axes.
Network: The interconnection of a number of devices by data communications
facilities. Local networking is the communication network internal to a robot. Global
networking is the ability to provide communications connections outside the robot's
internal system.
OtT-line programming: Computer programming development on a system separate
from the computer on board a robot, as distinguished form on-line programming,
which is a computer program development on the system, included the robot.
Open loop: A system without feedback.
Operating range: The reach capability of a robot; also the work volume.
Pitch: The up-and-down motion at an axis or rotation about a horizontal axis when
the arm is horizontal.
Program: A plan for the solution of a problem, including plans for the transcription
of data, coding for the computer and the absorption of results into the system.
Repeatability: The repetitive accuracy of repeated position movement under the same
conditions at the same location.
Robot (industrial): A reprogrammable, multi-functional manipulator designed to
move parts, materials, tools or specialized devices through various programmed
motions for the performance of a variety of tasks. In nonindustrial applications the
term may be applied to any mechanical device which is able to perform some task or
movement under automatic control.
Robotics: The study of robots including the science of designing, building and
applying robots. The term ROBOTICS refers to the McDonnell Douglas software
package, which is designed for Off-line programming of Robotic cells.
Roll: Circular motion at an axis , a rotation about the link axis.
Sensor: A transducer or device which transmits information to the robot controller.
Spherical coordinates: Spatial coordinates defined by two angles and a distance.
Stop: A mechanical constraint on motion.
Subroutine: A series of computer instructions to perform a specific task for many
other routines.
Syntax: The structure of expressions in a language.
System: A collection of parts or devices which forms and operates as an organized
whole through some form of regulated interaction.
Teach-in programming: A way of programming a robot. The robot is directed to the
desired location in the work volume and this location is stored in the controller. The
programmer teaches the robot what to do by making a robot program in the actual
cell.
Tool: A term used loosely to define an instrument attached or mounted to the end of
a robot arm, such as a robot arc-welding torch.
TCP: A Tool Center Point is that point on the robot which is controlled in the work
volume by the controller. If the robot does not have a tool, the TCP will be located
on the flange of the last link of the robot. If the robot has a tool, the TCP will,
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generally, be at the end of the tool.
Variable: A quantity which can assume any of a given set of values.
Work cell: A manufacturing unit consisting of one or more work stations.
Work station: A manufacturing unit consisting of one robot and the machine tools,
conveyors and other equipment with which it interacts.
Work volume: The outline surface of the space in which the robot-end can move.
Also called operation range or reach capability. This range is restricted by the robot
arm configuration.
World coordinates: A coordinate system based on the plant floor.
Wrist: The manipulator device located between the robot arm and the robot end
effector. A general purpose wrist has three degrees of freedom.
Yaw: Side-to-side motion at an axis. Rotation of the wrist about a vertical axis when
the arm is extended horizontally.
Zero point: The origin of a coordinate system.
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Summary

With the pressing needs for increasing productivity and products of high quality,
industry is turning more and more toward computer-based automation, especially the
use of computer controlled robots. A consequence of the increasing productivity is the
development of off-line programming systems. The ROBOTICS software is a set of
separate software programs, developed by McDonnell Douglas Information Systems
(nowadays E.D.S.), for computer based graphical simulation and off-line programming
of robots and robotic cells.

In this research assignment, the ROBOTICS software package should be used to
model the existing FALC cell, supporting blocks with jigs and fixtures and products
welded in the cell. The FALC project, a flexible assembly and welding cell, intends to
gather technological knowledge by realizing an unmanned welding cell. The assign
ment was divided in three parts :
• Model the existing FALC cell and investigate the needed accuracy.
• Model a few existing products, welded in the FALC cell, with the applied jigs

and fixtures and supporting blocks.
• Generate the robot programs for the modelled products and compare them

with the existing robot programs, created by teach-in.

The last part of the assignment could not be realized because of two problems. First,
as a result of the inaccuracies of the different parts in the cell. The robot has,
depending on the position and speed, a trajectory inaccuracy of 0.8 mm. The position
and orientation of the coordinate system of the product manipulator is determined
with a systematical error of ± 0.4 mm. The supporting blocks with jigs and fixtures
can bend as a result of the fixing by the pneumatic system. The tolerances on the
used products cause an inaccuracy of maximum ± 4.22 mm on the position of the
welding track. This inaccuracies are too large for off-line programming.

Secondly, the ROBOTICS software can not generate the proper position and
orientation values for the robot when the additional axes are activated. When the
additional axes of the product manipulator are activated, the robot base coordinate
system will be transformed to the coordinate system of the additional axes, which is
on top of the product manipulator table. The position and orientation of the robot
TCP is then relative to the movable coordinate system of the product manipulator.

Because of these problems it was not recommendable to generate the robot programs
and compare them with the existing robot programs. However, the situation is far
from hopeless, especially when is considered that this was the first attempt for off-line
programming. The problem with the moving coordinate system is still being inves
tigated at E.D.S. and a solution can probably be found in writing an additional
translator. The reduction of the inaccuracies is something were should be strived for.
Because a large inaccuracy is caused by tolerances of the products, a way to reduce it
could be redesigning the clamping or to calibrate the modelled products. Also, the
welding with track sensors is a possibility to by-pass the inaccuracy problem, but it is
better to try to reduce them.
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Appendix 1. ROBOTICS-software overview.

The ROBOTICS software is a set of separate programs, developed by McDonnell
Douglas, for the development of a computer based simulation- and off-line program
ming environment. The ROBOTICS system enables the user to effectively design,
model, pre-analyze, implement, modify and adjust manufacturing robotic work cells to
accommodate the use and reuse of a wide variety of robots. To provide the functions,
the ROBOTICS software consists of a number of separate programs communicating
with each other via a small number of files. These programs are :

BUILD
PLACE (SIMULATIONS)
COMMAND
ADJUST
CTA Cycle Time Analyzer.

Though these separate programs make up the complete ROBOTICS package, it is not
necessary to use them all in a ROBOTICS session. The way the programs cooperate
with each other can be seen in the ROBOTICS system overview.

.sEQ. CAD~$ystem .DEV
Sequence .J. ~ Device ~J,file -- fi Ie B

U .BLO

"~. I ...;' .......
Build

~ .OCI L -- ,., L Device

~
File

Control D
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SIMULATION --' Information

Cell .J "-
file

file
COMMAND

.TIM- Timing . ..,
ADJUST

~
file -- . CYC1.E TIME

Robot ANALYZER-controller ,

Figure 1. ROBOTICS system ovenJiew.

In BUILD you can create a device, such as robots, mechanisms, positioners, etc.
Using BUILD, the geometric model of a device is automatically combined with its
kinematic description. Build directs you to define the kinematic model of a device,
which is used by PLACE to drive the simulation.

The data output file from BUILD eliminates the need to perform custom kinematic
analysis. BUILD can generate the kinematic equations for devices which have up to
six degrees of freedom. BUILD creates three files which are used by PLACE (as well
as COMMAND, CTA and ADJUST) to describe the device.
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- The BUILD file (BLD) contains the basic device description.
- The DEVICE file (DEV) contains the connection tree which describes the device
along with the link names and the associated part names.
- The device control information file (DCI) defines the device characteristics such as
kinematic attributes, allowable motion modes, maximum joint speed and accelera
tions, etc.

PLACE (simulation), Positioner Layout and Cell Evaluator system, is a software
module which is designed to create, analyze and modify robot cells and to simulate
device movements through the use of high speed vector refresh and a raster colour
graphics display station. PLACE uses wireframe and facet-faced graphic display
models to represent robots, equipment, work pieces and tools (within a manufacturing
cell). The user can easily position the graphic models within a cell, either individually,
as in case of a workpiece, or together as in case of a robot with manipulator. PLACE
is equipped with a lot of features to work with, such as collision detection (visual and
automatically), tracking, dimension analysis, hierarchical definition of connected parts,
continuous readout of joint angle data, hardware controlled dynamic 3-D scaling,
translating and rotating of a view, an expanding library of more than 130 of the most
common robots, etc.

COMMAND is a software module used for programming robots off-line. It is used in
conjunction with PLACE and a specific robot translator to generate a complete robot
program, which can be loaded and executed on a particular robot. The user directs
COMMAND to merge a PLACE sequence. This sequence contains all the robot
movements created in PLACE and eventually commands to change speeds, open or
close tools, I/O-communication, etc. Together with the sequence file another file is
merged: the user file (USR). The USR-file is created with a standard text editor and
includes the robot program skeleton: begin and end statements, sequence placement
and additional commands in the robot native language. It is also possible in this USR
file to define subroutines which are used in the sequence.

ADJUST and CTA are additional programs which are not used frequently. The Cycle
Time Analyzer is used to predict accurate cycle times for a device. With CTA the
total work area, for every axis, for the whole speed range of a real robot is examined
and stored in a file. This file is then connected to the robot model (in the software
package). Every time the robot model moves during a simulation the dynamics of the
matching move of the real robot is checked for accurate cycle time prediction.
ADJUST is used to adjust the software model of the cell to the real cell. ADJUST
modifies the matrices of PLACE work cell-frames to match the locations of the
corresponding objects in the real work cell. ADJUST uses the actual robot controller
position readings as the robot lightly touches or aligns with key work cell objects to
compute matrix values for PLACE frames. In many cases ADJUST can put the
PLACE theoretical cell into precise agreement with the real work cell.
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Appendix 2. Pitch, Yaw and Roll.

Three rotations are required to orient a tool or part in any desired manner. The
rotations used for robot wrists are of two types; a bend rotation and a roll rotation. A
bend is a rotation about an axis perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the link or
tool. A roll is defined as a rotation about the longitudinal axis of a link or tool. The
most common way to describe these wrist rotations are with Pitch, Yaw and Roll.

Each of the three rotations take place about the axes of the wrist center. However,
these rotations do not take place about fixed axes, as most pitch, yaw and roll
rotations are described. Each rotation takes place about an axis, whose location
depends upon the preceding rotations. Because these rotations take place about the
axes Z, Y and X this representation is called Z-Y-X Euler angles.

ZB

Figure 2. The Z-Y-X Euler angles.

Each rotation is performed about an axis of coordinate system {B}, rather than the
fIXed coordinate system {A}. Rotation Ct about the Z axis causes X to rotate into X'
and Y to rotate into Y' and so on. Though, this representation differs from the pitch,
yaw and roll representation, both representations have the same rotation matrix as a
result. Therefore, we can use both representations here.

A pitch is a rotation about a horizontal axis. A yaw is a rotation about a vertical axis.
Finally, roll is a rotation about the axis of the link. An easy way to imagine this, is the
use of the airplane example. In an airplane pitch causes the nose of the plane to
move up and down, yaw would move the nose of the plane to the left or to the right
and a roll motion turns the plane about its own axis.
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Device drawing

Joint data

Allowable arm
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Data needed to model a robot.

Use accurate drawings to create the parts for the device. The
drawings should be from a CAD system, preferably the UNI
GRAPHICS II system and the parts should preferably be solid
models. The level of detail is up to the user.

The motion for each joint must be known. This includes:
a) types of joints - Rotational (revolute) or translational (prisma
tic).
b) joint limits - the range of each joint.
c) joint dependencies - does the motion of one joint affect the
limits of another joint.
d) joint speeds - the maximum joints speeds.
e) joint accelerations - the acceleration rates associated with the
maximum joints speeds.
f) home positions - the initial position of each joint.

How does the device handle situations in which the
device can reach the same position in space with multiple joint
solutions.

Allowable motion modes The types of motions which the device supports.

Tool description How is the tool and the tool center point movement defined,
with:
a) tool speed - The maximum tool speed (is in fact the maximum
straight line speed of the device).
b) tool acceleration - the acceleration associated with the maxi
mum tool speed (is in fact the maximum straight line acceler
ation of the device).

Coordinate systems Definitions of the coordinate systems used to program the device
(note that this information is only essential if the device will be
off-line programmed, using COMMAND).

Device absolute
coordinate system

Inverse kinematic
algorithm

The location of the origin of the coordinate system used to
program the device. This is the link of the robot which is used as
absolute coordinate system (in BUILD this is called "ground link
name").

If you want to define a device type whose inverse
kinematics are not supported by BUILD, you may supply an
alternate source for the inverse kinematics. This alternate source
can be a program written by the user or can use a modified
kinematic solution from a "similar" device.

6
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Appendix 4. Drawing names and the corresponding ROBOTICS-names.

The UNIGRAPHICS directory on the HP, where the drawings are located:

>voodoo:@ugfmdisk:std:willemst

When a drawing consists of just one layer, the layer number is not listed. The facet
tolerance listed below refers to the UNIGRAPHICS-ROBOTICS conversion. If a part
or layer is converted to ROBOTICS, the facet tolerance used to display the part in
ROBOTICS is listed. A II - II in the listing means that this layer is converted as a wire
frame.

Drawing name layer facet contents
toler.

3D-BODY.PRT
BED.PRT
DIKPLAAT.PRT
DRAAGBLOK.PRT
DUNPLAAT.PRT
FIXl.PRT 1

2
3
4

FIX2.PRT 1

2
3
4

FIX3.PRT 1

2
3
4
5

FLENS.PRT
KUKA.PRT 1

2
3
4
5
6
7
10
11

Base drawing settings
10 VTS mounted on manipulator

thick plate
empty supporting block
thin plate

12.7 supporting block with jigs and fixtures for
the first sub-assembly

0.1 pipe on supporting block I
0.1 flange on supporting block I

welding TPOINTs
12.7 supporting block with jigs and fixtures for

the second sub-assembly
0.1 pipe and flange on supporting block II
0.1 thick plate on supporting block II

welding TPOINTs for the thick plate
12.7 supporting block with jigs and fixtures for

the second sub-assembly ; the thin plate
0.1 pipe and flange on supporting block II
0.1 thick plate on supporting block II
0.1 thin plate on supporting block II

welding TPOINTs for the thin plate
flange used in FIX1, FIX2 and FIX3
first link KUKAOO
second link KUKA01 on top of KUKAOO
third link KUKA02 on top of KUKA01
fourth link KUKA03 on top of KUKA02
fifth link KUKA04 on top of KUKA03
sixth link KUKA05 on top of KUKA04
seventh link KUKA06 on top of KUKA05

10 KUKAOO in drawing absolute coord. sys.
10 KUKA01 in drawing absolute coord. sys.

7



12 10
13 10
14 10
15 10
16 10

KUKAN.PRT
MAN.PRT 1

2

3

4

10
11
12
13

MANIPULATOR.PRT
NULLV80.PRT

PUP.PRT
POST.PRT
PRODUCT.PRT

RING.PRT
SPANTANG.PRT
TOORTS.PRT
TOORTSHEIN.PRT

Robotics-Appendix 4.

KUKA02 in drawing absolute coord. sys.
KUKA03 in drawing absolute coord. sys.
KUKA04 in drawing absolute coord. sys.
KUKA05 in drawing absolute coord. sys.
KUKA06 in drawing absolute coord. sys.
backup drawing of KUKA.PRT
first link MANWPAO
second link MANWPA1 on top of ¥AN
WPAO
third link MANWPAZ on top of MAN
WPA1
fourth link MANWPA3 on top of MAN-
WPAZ

10 MANWPAO in drawing absolute coord. sys.
10 MANWPA1 in drawing absolute coord. sys.
10 MANWPAZ in drawing absolute coord. sys.
10 MANWPA3 in drawing absolute coord. sys.

backup drawing of MAN.PRT
empty drawing needed for reconverting from
ROBOTICS to UNIGRAPHICS
pipe used in the FIX1, FIX2 and FIX3

the pipe, flange, thick and thin plate assem
bled to a product

10 supporting ring of the KUKA robot
jig used in FIXl, FIX2 and FIX3

0.1 welding torch
old torch used by H.J. v. Veldhoven

The ROBOTICS directory on the HP, where all the ROBOTICS files are located is:

lusrIdisk/users/willemst

This directory contains several sub-directories and the I nullv80.prt"-file with is used
for reconverting.

FALC
CTAFILES
MODEL
TEMP
TIJS

The FALC-directory contains all the files which were left behind by H.J.v. Veldhoven.
Some of these files are used as basis of my work.
The crAFILES-directory contains all the files used to perform the Cycle Time
Analyzer for the KUKA robot.
The MODEL-directory contains all the files of the work cell used in my assignment.
The IDS-directory is the work directory. All the files of MODEL are copied to this

8
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directory and used for off-line programming. This directory contains all the sequences,
USR-files and eSP-files for welding of the different products. Directory TEMP is a
back up directory of IDS.

9
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Appendix 5. The coordinate system files.

In the PLACE-work cell several Coordinate System Information (CRD) files can be
used. The files used to describe the motions of the KUKA robot are JOINTSM and
KUKACART.

The JOINTSM.CRD file, containing the joint angles relationships.

COORD SYS NAME = JOINTSM;

COORD SYS TYPE = JOINT;

UNITS;
R.OTATIONS = DEG;
TRANSLATIONS = MM;

NUMBER OF PARAMETERS = DOF;

ORDER: SAME AS JOINTS;

:NAMES;
1.: n;
2:12;
3: 13;
4: J4;
5: J5;
6: 16;
END NAMES;

The KUKACART.CRD file, containing the definition of the cartesian position and
orientation of the robot.

COORDINATE SYSTEM NAME = KUKACART;

COORDINATE SYSTEM TYPE = MATRIX;

UNITS;
ROTATIONS = DEG; c

TRANSLATIONS = MM;

DEFINITION;
XYZ + ANGLES;
ANGLES = RZ,RY,RX;
TOOL = RY 90.0, RZ 180.0;

NUMBER OF PARAMETERS = 6;

10



ORDER;
1 = PI;
2 = P2;
3 = P3;
4 = P4;
5 = -1 * P5 + 180.0;
6 = -1 * P6 + 180.0;
END ORDER;

INVERSE;
1.= PI;
2 = P2;
3 = P3;
4 = P4;
5 = -1 * P5 + 180.0;
6 = -1 * P6 + 180.0;
END INVERSE;

LIMITS;
4: HI = 180.0, LO = -180.0, UNITS = DEG;
5: HI = 90.0, LO = -90.0, UNITS = DEG;
6: HI = 180.0 , LO = -180.0 , UNITS = DEG ;
END LIMITS;

NAMES;
1: X;
2: Y;
3: Z;
4: A;
5; B;
6: C;
END NAMES;

11
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Appendix 6. The robot specifications.

Some technical specifications of the KUKA 161/15/25 robot.

Type IR 161/15/25

Number of axes 6

25

25 kg
(55Ibs)

Pav'oad (rated load) 15r--------r------
J 15 kg

I (33 Ibsl

The relationship between the payload and the point of
application of the payload may be noted from Fig. 36.
For foading variants, see Fig. 37.

Supplementary
carrying
capacity

15

I
I 50 kg max.
. <110 fbsl

25

40 kg max.
(88 Ibs)

Maximum total
distributed load

15

I up to 65 kg
I (143 Ibs)

25

up to 65 kg I
(143Ibs) !

Repeatability <:!: 0.2 mm 10.007 in)

Drive system
Electromechanical, with transistor-controlled DC servo·
motors

Principal dimensions See Fig. 38

Weight Floor-mounted approx. 740 kg
(1630Ibs)
Wall·mounted approx. 790 kg
(1740 Ibs)

Sound level
< 70 dB (AI outside the working envelope

Point of payload application
For the rated payloads of 15 kg (33 Ibs/ and 25 kg (55
Ibsl. the horizontal distance of the point of payload
application from the face of the flange (on axis 6)
amounts to 150 mm (5.9 in), while the vertical distance
from axis 6' is 120 mm (4.7 in). Fig. 36.
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sl

5
5

S

5
s
S

Loading characteristics
for 15 kg (33 Ib) robots

l.y (mm)

(in)
300 (valid for robots with and

I- without 200 and 400 mm
(8 and 16 in) arm extension

250 10 5kg //
~ / 5 kg = 11.0 Ib

/' 7 kg = 15.4 Ib
f-8 7kg

/"
9 kg = 19.8 Ib200

11 kg = 24.2 Ib
13 kg = 28.6 Ib

9kg /"1 15 kg = 33.0 Ib

150 ,,"6
11 kg ./1

120 ... 13 kg /1
/14.72 in) PlIYload 15 kg ,
.. 100 ~4..c.... '-

..c 50 2
E
0c

t-

4 8,\ 1 1~ 16 \ 20 (in)

Point of
payload
application

1200 (47.2 in)
1000 (39.4 in)
800 (31.5 in)

These loading characteristics correspond to the
maxiJmlm load capacity. Exceeding this capa
city will reduce the service life of the robot
and generally overload the moton and gean;
in any such case KUKA must be consulted
beforehancl.

100 1 200 300

W ·_.... d·___ nomh_ ~
(5.9 in)

• 15 kg (33 Ib) robot,
f1oor·mounted

400 500 600 Lx (mm)

563 /52 I 3000225 /s6

"'0.,
o·c ... Coc . ..0

I
., 0

I
c

~
Cl_

'0; c- .2c .. 0 (5! a:E e E-x
'"11>- soh- hard- "'0 OJ 0"":E E '" -E.. ware ware '" u'x ~ E Q u Coe< <- limited III < :::l_

0 293° Is'
I 200 31So 320° 120°/5 231 °/52 25001
I 400 86°/5 162°/52 1800

0 194°/52

2'iiO'
I 97°/5 25002 127° 129°

I
159°/52 I

I 400 70°/5
t

106°/52
'. 1800

0 I 361°/52

I 200 26So 270° 148°/5 I 30So152 25003

: 400 I 107·/5 I 214°/52 1800

4 I 49So SOOo t 187°/5 ! 46So/s2 3000

5 I 23So 240° I 182°/5 455°152

I
3000

0 0 0
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..

View A
Attachment holes for
additional loads

in
4.49

14.96
22.05
24.61
30.51
31.5
33.1
39.4
47.2
73.4

Principal dimensions of the robot
Values in brackets apply to the software range.
all others to the hardware range.

mm
114

1) with no arm extension 380
560

2) with 200 mm (8 inl arm extension 625

31 with 400 mm (16 in) arm extension 775
800

41 counterweight necessary on 840
15 kg (33 Ibl robot. 400 mm (16 in) arm extension 1000
25 kg (55 Ibl robot. 200 mm (8 inl arm extension 1200

,/...____ - - - _·-._.............1~

A SOO'
1000n '"

/ 1200 11
'"

/ \/ ._.~-

t· ~~
\ ~\~ 2

\ i ~
\ _JV...L+.-H-. ~~'-f-l.-.!~q _._(46~_1....1._" f- /" 'I (210)./..........._-~,,;.----IIiI...j~ . /

..----_• ..."....,#

.,Fig.38

For dimension "x". see Figs. 21 to 23
(+ 30 mm/1.2 in thickness of mounting ring)

be noted from Fig. 39.

Working volume
• With no arm extension:

Approx. 13.5 m3 (577 cu ftl
with the reference point on the mounting flange.
Approx. 10.5 m3 (371 cu ftl
with the reference point at the intersection of axes 4
and 5.

1 Locati ng bore for short pin
2 Locating bore for long pin

Fig.20 Mounting ring
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Fig. 39 Working envelope with working zone (top)
and turning range (bottom)
The reference point is the intersection of
axes 4 and 5.

Values in brackets apply to the software
range. all others to the hardware range.

CD + 0.0011.
0.3149 + 0.0005 In lC 0.394 deep

12' d· 1.9685.0.00098.
'-=- lam. .0.000197 In

Metric thread
0.236 in diam. lC 0.315 in deep

4x90'

Robotics-Appendix 6.

mm in
940 .. 37.0

1039 40.9
1102 .. 43.4
1486 = 58.4
1552 .. 61.1
1686 66.4
1752 .. 69.0
1886 .. 74.3
1952 .. 76.9
2375 = 93.5
2575 .. 101.4
2775 .. 109.3

, with no arm extension
2 with 200 mm 18 in) arm extension
3 with 400 mm 116 in) arm extension

8S 13.3Sinl.
!-r- 1~L.:..7l.=:IS.~~.'L ---,

\
I •

1 mm· 0.03937 ,n

15

NOTE: The flange is depicted with all
axes of the robot, particularly axis 6,
in the zero position (the symbol. in·
dicates the position of the locating
element).

Fig.40 Mounting flange
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Appendix 7. The manipulator specifications.

Some technical specifications of the KUKA SDTD 742 swivel turntable.

1 SDrD 742 - a general-purf)ose p,.".
cision swivel turntable for increasing

the flexibility ofproduction processes.
Suitable for use in indiVidual systems.
manufacturing cells and lines. e. g. as a
comf)onent part of machine tools. sf)e
cial machines. assembly and welding
systems.

State-of-the-art drive technology:
each of the two axis drives consists of a
comf)act motor umt - a disc-type motor
with tachogenerator. pulse encoder ana
sf)ecial reduction gear. The associated
control and power electronics contam all
the components and functions required
for operation of the swivel turntable.

With the microf)rocessor control umt.
both axes are freely programmable. T
servo-amplifiers of the power emit are
transistorized (robotics technology).

Let us know your problem. Our en
gineering experts will proVIde you wrt
turnkey solution.

.;.....~~;:;

""

.....~ ,~

. '.
;"..~

.:i<~':~~lilt~...•.:.

........

-.". -

0,,",

.. ."..

rotation BXlS. The permissible load is
Mm••-1600 Nm (1135 ft Ibl.
3 Determinmg me actual load for the

sWivel axis. The permissible load is
M"...-2000 Nm (1420 ft Ib).
4 POSSIble motions of the swivel turn

table.
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5

,",-4
'-.s.,...,.,._. 1

I
I

"1

I
I
I
I
I

I

iol,.._---I300---....;

._.J

'-l W
-/~ r'l

._._.+/ I
. s.", ..--t' )

/

S - cenrrof grawt'I ofsupentrUCtUte W
lit - _/1cgJ
, - di$UnceSB-I+O.13Im}
, - ~ ofS from toP eDge ofUbIe

Penniuible moment:
M"..x - 2000Nm - m (3 x r2

+10xr)

Example
Given: m - 344 kg

I - 0.35m
Sought: M (Nmj
Condition: M:5 Mmell
Calculation:r - I + O. 13

- 0.35m+O.13m
- 0.48m

M - mx(3xr2+
10x4)

- 344 (3 x 0.482

+ 10x 0.48) I

- 1888Nm<MfMX :

Conversion factors
1Nm 0.71ft/b
1 kg 2.21b
1m 39.37 in

3

PenrtiuibIe moment:
Mmu -16ooNm-3 xJA

+10xmxr

S - _01tpWfYof.,.,.
SfI'IIt:lUfe W

• - -/1cgJ
, - -.-SAlm}
JA - _ motneIJt of inetfM of.".,.

-.-.. nt/WrellllO A I~}

Example
GiVfJlJ: m - 344 kg

JA - 200 Jq;m2 \
r - 0.1m

Sought: M {Nmj
Condition: M:5 M"..x
Calcumtion:M - 3 x 200 +

10x 344 x 0.1
- 944Nm<Mmu

Conversion factors
1Nm - O.71ft /b
1 kg 2.2/b
1kgm2 - 23.73/b ft2
1m - 39.37 in

2

I

·for cabinet lightmg and serVice socket

5 Technil2/ dIItII
Rotation

Range 36()o
Transport time
for this range at
Vm•• mcl. accelera-
tion and braking 4.3 s

Swivel

2.1 s

Speed max.
min.

Mounting
position
Power supply
values

15 mm; 13 mm·:
0.15 min·; 0.13 min-;

any

380 V. 50 Hz =1090.
7 kVA (220 V. 50 Hz·;

Mains-side
fuses
DimenSions

3x30A
see sketch
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----mrnmm----
TechnischeOa ten SOTO 71.2

Drt?hachse

----

Schwenkdrehlisch

.__Schwenk 

achse

Drehwinkel

Transportzeit
(bel max. v)

Drehzahl
(fre; programmierbar)

Gewlcht:

Motordaten:

Schwenken
....

Orehen

135 0 360 0

2, r sec. 4,3 sec.

13 u/min • 15 u/ .max. m1n.
min. 0,13 u/min • 0,15 u/min •

1 000 kg

Scheibenlaufermotor Mo 3 000
mit angelanschtem Cyclo-Getriebe
OF 4; ; =25

Nennleistung: P =3 240 W
Nenndrehzahl: n = 3 000 u/min •
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Appendix 8. The tool and tool coordinate system.

The tool, which is used in the "real" cell, is a Robo WH 455 welding tool with a
PP8/P8 torch end. This welding torch is very detailed, but only the envelope is
modelled. The real torch uses a cylindrical coordinate system to express the change of
TCP. The cylindrical coordinate system uses three parameters, two distances and an
angle to define the TCP-change and these three parameters are the base of the
modelled torch.

T

I

._~-
I

I

L

T'" 155.0
L =272.0
D '" -45.4

Figure 3. The tool parameters.

y

x

The TCP-change, caused by the torch is for
PLACE defined in the KUK2TOOL.CRD file.
This file uses the PLACE "SET TOOL
TPOINT' command to calculate the three para
meters, which are defined to express the change
of the TCP from the end of the robot to the end
of the tool. These parameters are: T (trager
lange) which will be the distance D (Radius in a
cylindrical coordinate system), L (werkzeug
lange) which will be the length L of the tool
(Translation in Z direction in a cylindrical
coordinate system) and D (verdrehungswinkel)
which will be the angle H (angle e in a cylindri
cal coordinate system).

The KUK2TOOL.CRD file, containing the definition of the tool.

COORDINATE SYSTEM NAME = KUK2TOOL;
COORDINATE SYSTEM TYPE = MATRIX;
UNITS;
ROTATIONS = DEG;
TRANSLATIONS = MM;

DEFINITION;
CYLINDRICAL;
TOOL = RY +90.0; RZ +180.0;

NUMBER OF PARAMETERS = 3;
ORDER;
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1 = P3;
2 = PI;
3 = -1 • P2;
END ORDER;
INVERSE;
1 = L2;
2 = -1 • L3;
3 = L1;
END INVERSE;

LIMITS;
3: m = 180.0, LO -180.0, UNITS = DEG;
END LIMITS;

NAMES',
1: T;
2: L;
3: D;
END NAMES;

Figure 4. The tool CRn-file: KUK2TOOL. CRn.

The welding torch has a length, without the welding wire sticking out, of 264.0 mm.
The length of the stick out, which is used, is 11.0 mm, but the welding wire sticking
out of the torch end is ± 8 mm. This 8 mm corresponds with the length of the
welding wire during and after welding and is the "melted stick out". The length of the
torch with the welding wire is therefore 272.0 mm. The model of the torch is
modelled the same way, the torch alone 264.0 mm and the with the welding wire
sticking out 272.0 mm.

The preferred welding orientation of the torch is always with the torch end pointing
straight down. The angular position will in that case be around the 45°. The second
welding angle, which has to be defined is the trailing angle or the pungent angle. In
our case, most of the time, a pungent angle of 4 to 10° is chosen.

~-
~J

stick out

Figure 5. Angular positions of the welding torch.
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Appendix 9. The BUILD (BLD) files.

The BUILD-file for the KUKA robot.

;****** BUILD Release 9.0 ******

DEVICE NAME = KUKA
DEVICE TYPE = ROBOT
UNITS = MILLIMETERS

*******

Constant
Translation along
Zaxis
Amount = 374.6500 (MM)

*******

Variable
Rotation about
-z axis
Joint Name = AXIS1
Joint Constraints --
High Value = 159.0000 (DEG) Low Value = -159.0000 (DEG)
Home Position = 23.0121 (DEG)
Joint Speed = 120.0000 (DEG/SEC)
Joint Acceleration = 293.0000 (DEG/SEC/SEC)
END OF LINK

*******

Constant
Translation along
Z axis
Amount = 400.3500 (MM)

*******

Constant
Rotation about
Yaxis
Amount = -40.0000 (DEG)

*******
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Variable
Rotation about
Yaxis
Joint Name = AXIS2
Joint Constraints --
High Value = 109.0000 (DEG) Low Value = -18.0000 (DEG)
Home Position = 53.5773 (DEG)
Joint Speed = 97.0000 (DEG/SEC)
Joint Acceleration = 194.0000 (DEG/SEC/SEC)
ENDOFUNK

*******

Constant
Translation along
Zaxis
Amount = 800.0000 (MM)

*******

Constant
Rotation about
Yaxis
Amount = 40.0000 (DEG)

*******

Variable
Rotation about
Yaxis
Joint Name = AXIS3
Joint Constraints --
High Value = 4.0000 (DEG) Low Value = -264.0000 (DEG)
Home Position = -71.5881 (DEG)
Joint Speed = 148.0000 (DEG/SEC)
Joint Acceleration = 361.0000 (DEG/SEC/SEC)
END OF LINK

*******

Constant
Translation along
X axis
Amount = 617.7000 (MM)

*******
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Variable
Rotation about
-X axis
Joint Name = AXIS4
Joint Constraints --
High Value = 249.0000 (DEG) Low Value = -249.0000 (DEG)
Home Position = -173.5949 (DEG)
Joint Speed = 187.0000 (DEG/SEC)
Joint Acceleration = 468.0000 (DEG/SEC/SEC)
END OF LINK

*******

Constant
Translation along
X axis
Amount = 182.3000 (MM)

*******

Variable
Rotation about
Yaxis
Joint Name = AXIS5
Joint Constraints --
High Value = 119.0000 (DEG) Low Value = -119.0000 (DEG)
Home Position = -18.1166 (DEG)
Joint Speed = 182.0000 (DEG/SEC)
Joint Acceleration = 455.0000 (DEG/SEC/SEC)
END OF LINK

*******

Constant
Translation along
X axis
Amount = 140.0000 (MM)

*******

Variable
Rotation about
-X axis
Joint Name = AXIS6
Joint Constraints --
High Value = 269.0000 (DEG) Low Value = -269.0000 (DEG)

24



Home Position = 38.9100 (DEG)
Joint Speed = 225.0000 (DEGjSEC)
Joint Acceleration = 563.0000 (DEGjSECjSEC)
END OF LINK
END OF DEVICE

*******

INVERSE KINEMATICS DATA-
SOURCE -- STANDARD

*******

CONFIGURATIONS --
REACH FORWARD = REACH FORWARD
REACH BEHIND = REACH BEHIND
ELBOW ABOVE = ELBOW ABOVE
ELBOW BELOW = ELBOW BELOW
JT 5 NEGATIVE = JT 5 NEGATIVE
JT 5 POSITIVE = JT 5 POSITIVE
Automatic wrist configuration
Initial Configuration = 1

*******

MOTION TYPES -
NUMBER OF TYPES = 3
STRAIGHT
JOINT
SLEW
HOME MOTION TYPE = JOINT

*******

TOOL COORDINATE SYSTEM = KUK2TOOL
MAX TOOL SPEED = 1687.5000 (MMjSEC)
MAX TOOL ACCEL = 732.4000 (MMjSECjSEC)

*******

COORDINATE SYSTEM REPRESENTATIONS -
NUMBER OF COORDINATE SYSTEMS = 2
KUKACART = CARTESIAN
JOINTSM = JOINTS

*******
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World to Robot Base Transformation -
Translations --

0.0000 0.0000 32.0000 (MM)
Rotations --

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 (DEG)

*******

Link Names --
Number of Links = 7
1. KUKAOO
2. KUKA01
3. KUKA02
4. KUKA03
5. KUKA04
6. KUKA05
7. KUKA06

*******

Part Names --
Number of Parts = 7
1. KUKAOO
2. KUKA01
3. KUKA02
4. KUKA03
5. KUKA04
6. KUKA05
7. KUKA06

*******

Ground Link Name = KUKAOO
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The BUILD-file for the KUKA product manipulator.

;****** BUILD Release 9.0 ******

DEVICE NAME = MAN
DEVICE TYPE = ROBOT
UNITS = MILLIMETERS

*******

Constant
Translation along
X axis
Amount = 750.0000 (MM)

*******

Constant
Translation along
Yaxis
Amount = 547.5000 (MM)

*******

Constant
Translation along
Z axis
Amount = 690.0000 (MM)

*******

Constant
Rotation about
Yaxis
Amount = -90.0000 (DEG)

*******

Variable
Rotation about
Yaxis
Joint Name = AXIS1
Joint Constraints --
High Value = 120.0000 (DEG) Low Value = -15.0000 (DEG)
Home Position = 0.0000 (DEG)
Joint Speed = 12.0000 (DEG/SEC)
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Joint Acceleration = 0.0000 (DEG/SEC/SEC)
END OF LINK

*******

Constant
Translation along
X axis
Amount = 60.0000 (MM)

*******

Variable
Rotation about
-X axis
Joint Name = AXIS2
Joint Constraints --
High Value = 180.0000 (DEG) Low Value = -180.0000 (DEG)
Home Position = 0.0000 (DEG)
Joint Speed = 15.0000 (DEG/SEC)
Joint Acceleration = 0.0000 (DEG/SEC/SEC)
END OF LINK

*******

Constant
Translation along
X axis
Amount = 70.0000 (MM)
END OF LINK
END OF DEVICE

*******

INVERSE KINEMATICS DATA -
SOURCE -- STANDARD

*******

CONFIGURATIONS --

Initial Configuration = 1

*******

MOTION TYPES --

28



NUMBER OF TYPES = 2
STRAIGHT
JOINT
HOME MOTION TYPE = JOINT

*******

TOOL COORDINATE SYSTEM =
MAX TOOL SPEED = 0.0000 (MM/SEC)
MAX TOOL ACCEL = 0.0000 (MM/SEC/SEC)

*******

COORDINATE SYSTEM REPRESENTATIONS -
NUMBER OF COORDINATE SYSTEMS = 1
JOINTS = JOINTS

*******

World to Robot Base Transformation -
Translations --
1293.0112 502.9372 0.3069 (MM)

Rotations --
-0.0500 0.1400 -133.6700 (DEG)

*******

Link Names --
Number of Links = 4
1. MANWPAO
2. MANWPA1
3. MANWPA2
4. MANWPA3

*******

Part Names --
Number of Parts = 4
1. XZXO
2. XZX1
3. XZX2
4. BED

*******

Ground Link Name = MANWPAD
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Robotics-Appendix 11.

Appendix 11. Correspondence.

The correspondence during the research assignment with the names and addresses of
the contacted people.

Mr. Jan Houben
Technical Manager KUKA Houthalen
KUKA Automatisering + Robots N.V.
Meerstraat 41, Industrieterrein Centrum Zuid, B-3530 Houthalen
Tel. (011) 525050 - 525051

-Telefax (011) 526794

Mr Eric Nicole
EDS (Electronic Data Systems)-Paris
1 Place Charles de Gaulle
78182 Saint-Quentin en Yvelines Cedex
Tel 33 1 30 122264

Mr Alain Jung
EDS-Paris
same address
Tel 33 1 30 122291

Mr Scott Carter
EDS-K6In
Tel 09 49 221 208020
Telefax 09 49 221 248928

Mr E. de Hooge
EDS-Nederland CAD-CAM division
Babylon, Koningin Julianaplein 30 A4
2595 AA s' Gravenhage

The letters without an answer are answered by phone. The letter to Mr. Carter did
not resulted into a solution. The letter to Mr. de Hooge was send to EDS-Paris and
resulted only in a solution for problem 2.5.
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Technische Universiteit U../Eindhoven

Den DOlecn 2

Postbus 513
5600 MB Emdnoven

Hr. J. Houben
KUKA Automatische Systemen + Robots N. V.
Industrieterrein Zuid 2A
B 3630 Houthalen

-:-"'eroonI0"Oj419111
Telex 5116J

UW kenmerK

Onoerwerp

Geachte Heer Houben,

Ons KenmerK

10-12-1991

DoorKlesnummer

Op de TUE werken wij, binnen de vakgroep ProduktieTechnologie en Automati
sering, met het softwarepakket ROBOTICS voor het Off-line programmeren van
robots. Dit pakket heeft als voordeel dat het grafisch-georienteerd is en
daarom veel verschillende robots aankan. De robots die Off-line geprogram
meerd worden moeten echter weI nauwkeurig gemodelleerd zijn.

Van veel robots is zoln nauwkeurig model al aanwezig in de ROBOTICS
bibliotheek. Ais dit niet het geval is moet de robot in een CAD-pakket
getekend worden en daarna in ROBOTICS kinematisch beschreven worden. Wij
hebben binnen de vakgroep de KUKA IR 161115/25 robot zonder armverlenging
(echter weI met een soort ring in link 3 voor een kleine verlenging +/- 60
mm). In de ROBOTICS-bibliotheek was echter aIleen een RKUK1615A aanwezig.
Dit model benadert onze robot zeer dicht. Wij weten echter niet precies voor
welk type de naam precies staat (de 160/15 als die bestaat of de 161115). De
A aan het einde is voor het type zonder armverlenging.

Van deze RKUK1615A hebben wij ook de beschrijving (de zogenaamde BUILD
file), waarin de kinematische transformaties, de mogelijke configuraties en de
verschillende bewegingen beschreven worden. Deze BUILD-file, van de
RKUK1615A, is bijgevoegd bij deze brief. Ik wou U vragen of U naar deze file
kunt kijken en de eventuele verschillen met de IR 161115/25 kunt verbeteren
en de verbeterde versie weer kan opsturen,
naar: Tijs Willems
T.a.v. Hr. Schrauwen

Den Dolech 2
p,ostbus 513
5600 MB
W.H. 0.123
Telefax 040 448665

Bij voorbaat dank.

met vrl~'endelJjkr

Tijs Wi ems...;·

Bijlage BUILD-file -1 pagina's
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Technische Universiteitt U...:/Eindhoven

Den Doleeh 2

Postbus 513
5600 MB Elnanoven

TeleroonlO401479111
Telex 5116:3

Hr. J. Houben
. KUKA Automatisering + Robots N.V.
Meerstraat 41,
Industrieterrein Centrum Zuid
B-3530 Houthalen
Belgie

UW kenmerK

Onderwerp

Ons kenmerK

MW/nr/UOl-20

D,lIum

31-01-1992

DoorKlesnummer

2630

Geachte Heer Houben,

Hierbij stuur ik U de beschrijving van de RKUK1615a, de robot
die in de ROBOTICS-bibliotheek aanwezig is en waarschijnlijk
overeen komt met de IR 161/15/25. De beschrijving bestaat uit
de kinematische transformaties (variabele rotaties en con
stante rotaties en translaties), de mogelijke configuraties en
de verschillende mogelijke bewegingen. Kunt U deze gegevens
controleren en eventuele verschillen met de IR 161/15/25
verbeteren en weer terugsturen. Bij voorbaat dank.

Tevens heb ik op een extra bijlage geschetst hoe ik denk dat
de nulpuntsverschuiving van de robot is. Di t heb ik gevonden
door naar het WTK van de "echte" robot te kijken. Hierbij is
me opgevallen dat de nulpuntsverschuiving niet naar de kipp-as
van de manipulator is (tekeninghoogte 690 mm) maar naar 791.3
mm (wat ongeveer de tafelhoogte is). Dit heb ik gevonden door
onze initiele positie te nemen. Dit is : X 1000, Y -430,
Z 1799.8. Als ik nu de bij-assen aanzet, is de positie :
X 116.2,Y 126.5, Z 1008.5. Klopt dit ?

Met vriendelijke groeten,

Tijs Willems. T.a.v. Hr. Schrauwen
Den Dolech 2
postbus 513
5600 MB Eindhoven
W.H. 0.123
Telefax 040 448665

Bijlagen
•
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I Joint Constraints
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Constant
Translation along
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DEVICE NAME = RKUK1615A
DEVICE TYPE = ROBOT
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Constant
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...:::
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0.0000
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0.0000

MOTION TYPES
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::::=::ORDINATE SYSTEM ~~T~OL
MAX TOOL SPEED" 1687.49'96 (MM/ SEC) (:10;'. ,;
MAX TOOL ACCEL ~ 7~2.3989 (MM/SEC!SECI", Md'. 'WJ..I.J..

$HtHrlJ (0+« srrdjt. ! ... • lti,~1. /.~ /1 ,:)<,.1"
.1.... It.i,Y"''' :..-(,'-"5 ,f-uH ~;u,; i?d/ ~ .1·fJl[~.

*******

( .,
'j

CONFIOORA'l'IONS
REACH FORWARD .. REACH FORWARD
REACH BEHIND .. REACH BEHIND
ELBOW ABOVE .. ELBOW ABOVE
ELBOW BELOW .. ELBOW BELOW
JT 5 NEGATIVE = JT 5 NEGATIVE
JT 5 POSITIVE .. JT 5 POSITIVE
Automatic wrist contiguration
Initial Configuration .. 1

INVERSE KINEMATICS DATA
SOORCE -- STANDARD

Variable
Roeaeion about.
-x axis
Joint. Name .. J6
Joint Constraints
High Value" 269.0000 (OEO) Low Value" -269.0000 (OEG)
Home Position = 0.0000 (OEG)
Joint. speed" 225.0000 (OEG/SECI. ,
Joint AcceleratiDn" 566.5000 (DEG/SEC/SEC) :

I END OF LINK
" END OF DEVICE

'lt1t*****
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6J

-58.0000 (DEG)

-I Variable
~ Rotation about I..f esc /1 r.Ju i/ffrf b-eu.'-!f 0':7'"'"

Y axis / '-. - ....
Joint Name =/ J2 /
Joint Constr~in~s
High Value = 69.0000 (DEG) Low Value =
Home Position = -40.0000 (DEG) ~

Joint Speed = 96.8000 (DEGI SEC) 4:1- '7.1)
Joint Acceleration = 203.8000 (DEG/SEC/SEC)
END OF LINK

r ;f. . ,r

Variable ~hri(/~f. i~~D(;l.,,(L,( ~ ~VJer""\]
Rotat~on about~ ~
-z aX1S C

" Joint Name = I'!~
Joint Constra~nts

High Value = 159.0000 (DEG) Low Value = -159.0000 (DEG)
Home Position = 0.0000 (DEG)
Joint Speed = 119.6000 (DEG/SEC) AW,O % ? 1.. "
Joint Acceleration = 295.6000 (DEG/SEC/SEC) JA3 (}~'-

~ END OF LINK 1

*******

,

rConstant
Translation along

: Z axis
Amount = 386.0000

******* 3::; 'I) b~

*******

DEVICE NAME = RKUK1615A
DEVICE TYPE = ROBOT
UNITS = MILLIMETERS

;****** BUILD Release 7.0 ******

fConstant
. Translation along
... Z axis
\ Amount = 389.0000

I
.' *******

*******

Constant
Translation along
Z axis
Amount = 800.0000 (MM) / n y~ /. "/ '.".....;;.t:/~;. t.; (I,;': -' /

Constant
Rotation about
Y axis
Amount = -90.0000 (DEG)



*******
\
\ Variable

Rotation about
Y axis

i Joint Name = J3
I Joint Constraints --

l
'High Value = 134.0000 (DEG) Low Value = -134.0000

Home Position = . 130.0000 (DEG) ? " ..
Joint Speed = 148.3000 (DEGI SEC) I ,If!'!'£' tltD 7
Joint Acceleration = 366.8000 (DEG/SEC/SEC) .. 36 r 11-1"'1
END OF LINK

I

/
J

I
-249.0000

I

\
.14£,r%-'L

along ( ((/;lili
172.0000 (MM) J

Constant
~ranslation along
X axis
Amount = 628.0000 (~M)

r
Constant
Translation
X axis
Amount =

Variable
Rotation about
-x axis

. Joint Name = J4
Joint Constraints
High Value = 249.0000 (DEG) Low Value =
Home Position = 0.0000 (DEG) 7
Joint Speed = 186.8000 (DEG/SEC) /fS4v/~.

Joint Acceleration = 470.3000 (DEG/SEC/SEC)
END OF LINK

)

*******

". Variable
Rotation about

. Y axis

'

Joint Name = J5
Joint Constraints

! High Value = .119.0000 (DEG) Low Value = -119.0000 (DEG) O~:23tO
Home Position = 0.0000 (DEG)
Joint Speed = 181. 6000 (DEGI SEC) ..-1F/: 0/,) .' ,
Joint Acceleration = 457.3000 (DEG/SEC/SEC) 7~)'lh~
END OF LINK .

j

r
ConstantI

J Translation
i X axis

Amount =

along

140.0000 (MM)

7



INVERSE KINEMATICS DATA -
SOURCE -- STANDARD

~)

*******

Variable
Rotation about
-x axis
Joint Name = J6
Joint constraints t;

High Value = 269.0000 (DEG) Low Value = -269.0000 (DEG) ok( S)~O
Home Position = 0.0000 (DEG)
Joint Speed = 225.0000 (DEG/SEC) ~1ZS',/1) 1
Joint Acceleration = 566.5000 (DEG/SEC/SEC) .~63~cL,
END OF LINK .Lo .. ..,\Jl
END OF DEVICE \.. ~~ \.n 'QVV'. _vV'- fA~

\"-- \~V\\~. vIO'h} ~lA'~~ Mot"1Ll<.(
tyll\.to{-~i.l vow- - ~, ., r:ft vu,t.!,. I

1 il ILl\r J!)./v'- t oW~
~ l' '3 ~ r'. '$3 ~r a

\yVY~~

*******

CONFIGURATIONS
REACH FORWARD = REACH FORWARD
REACH BEHIND = REACH BEHIND
ELBOW ABOVE = ELBOW ABOVE
ELBOW BELOW = ELBOW BELOW
JT 5 NEGATIVE = JT 5 NEGATIVE
JT 5 POSITIVE = JT 5 POSITIVE
Au~omatic wrist configuration
Initial Configuration = 1

*******

!
MOTION TYPES
NUMBER OF TYPES = 2 '7 I~I/ ".>t'h 1?'2,.:rIVl -hi J".·.'7,,~1-v ~ u t,.. t'f/f-,·ta u (. ~.

STRAIGHT -; /..'Ut. lFi«u //LtCI'tt+:i/. f'.;,' ,/ - . -.: ¥ (,l\t.' Pi P
JOINT -7 .e/(.12 (i~ ..-;..n j- -t'~ eTc-pi ito<:.!..yl jOt 'I t" ,-
HOME MOTION TYPE = JO:tNT. -' . J ,_, J.., ds£r.Lf/..e;fl1_. «..Ill .//:> C::)I

!
_ _ _ / I' • I ., Y • " ; .f ~ ? /,1'- V.tv, H... - . •• , I .. ,

~.;;;;;.. -,J ut' ~;> J"'" ,7;"';:i?1~~~/'L; ~~ rV'f'w~n~ame:'_":" ~M_
TOOL COORDINATE SYSTEM o/~U~'l'~~,:t3"lj4 2.1 t.l --_ . -' Number of Links =1
MAX TOOL SPEED = 1687.~996~~~~~) (tl.i~.i5 1. KUK1610 (
MAX TOOL ACCEL = 732.3989 (MM/SEC/SEC) : :'>'li7.1.: ,w~!.L 2. KUK1611 ('.

':I--/:,!{t-L.r.' [~1~ sr..e//i. f/" 'l{tel. v"":' ,,<1 /,)t;¥J':: 3. KUK1612 1***"'*** - ','_ ~~... ";," ~"L . - 4. K161153
.PI~ f,d if of c {,i..t5 i ~{.. H ~/U.) d!J I R iJ1t:i fdA,. 5. KUK 1614 .

COORDINATE SYSTEM REPRESENTATIONS __ 6. KUK1615 - I . .,
NUMBER OF COORDINATE SYSTEMS = 1 . ' 7. KUK16161CL.2Ji:~' 'r

!.KUK~CART = CARTESIAN -? j'1;;Py?C/"_VV.;'1'i..JZL.i':L;{1r'./',!!f~;;i/.'{- L'~"j':-,r:,,,,:::
\ ~1ciJ'; '15,:1 .:.. '1:" .. ;; I-:i j r..J ' y *******)
"******* ./ .. ~ ,(c..--;:

Part Names --
Wo~ld to Robot Base Transformation -- ,r Number of Parts =
Transla-:.ions {/tU f::.: 1. KUK1610K

o. 0000 0 . 0000 75 . 0000 (MM ) ,_. ) • ,. ;1) 2 . KUK16 11
R01:ations -- 1:1 :,... ,.,- 3. KUK 1612

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 (DEG) 4. KUK1613
j .: ~;;, "l( (,'1/1/" (/ 5. KUK 1614 _

******* 6. KUK1615..,
f •
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A 02.88 Maschinendaten-Beschreibung

(B.15 Zusatzachsen)

8.15 Zusatzachsen

A/lgemeines:

Grundsatzlich gilt:

Atle von der RCM3 geregelten Zusatzachsen werden von der Inbetriebnahme wie eine
Roboterachse behandelt, d.h. aile Maschinendaten, die zum Verfahreri, zum Referenz
punktfahren, zur Bremsensteuerung und zur Lageregelung einer Roboterachse benotigt
werden, mussen auch far eine geregelten Zusatzachse definiert und eingetragen werden.

Nicht geregelte Zusatzachsen, sogenannte Schaltachsen, benotigen, sofern sie im An- .
wenderprogramm der RCM berucksichtigt werden und auch in der Beschreibung der
Zusatzachsentransformation beschrieben sind, die Maschinendateninformation far das
Verfahren. (Keine Daten fOr das Referenzpunktfahren, far die Bremsensteuerung und far
die lageregelung!)

Die Anzahl der Zusatzachsen, ob geregelt oder nicht, wird Ober den OptionsschlOssel
bestimmt.ln QMOSH + 2 (A MID konnen maximal bis zu sechs Zusatzachsen definiert
werden,. Dabei ist aber darauf zu achten, daB die Summe aus Roboterachsen und
geregelten Zusatzachsen nicht groBer als acht sein darf.

Grenzwerte: Minimale Anzahl von Roboterachsen = 2
Maximale Anzahl von Roboterachsen = 6

Minimale Anzahl von Zusatzachsen
Maximale Anzahl von Zusatzachsen

= 1
= 6

Die Hochst4renze von acht Achsen bezieht sich auf geregelte Achsen , d.h. Achsen, die
direkt Ober die Servo-CPU der RCM angeschlossen sind. DarOber hinaus konnen aber
weitere Zusatzachsen in Form von Schaltachsen definiert werden. 'Diese Schaltachsen
werden nicht von der RCM geregelt, konnen aber beim Anwenderprogramm berucksichtigt
werden. In diesen Fallen hat der Anwender darauf zu achten, daB die tatsachliche Schalt
achsenposition mitder im Programm festgelegten Position ubereinstimmt.

Beispiel fOr mehr als 8 Achsen:

6-achsiger Roboter
+ 3 Zusatzachsen

1. Zusatzachse: Eine Schaltachse zur Kippverstellungeines Drehtisches

2. Zusatzachse: Eine geregelte Hubachse des Drehtisches

3. Zusatzachse: Drehteller des Drehtisches

!

Siemens AG Bestell-Nr.: 6ZB5 430·0AA01-0BAO 8-247



Maschinendaten·Beschreibung A02.88

(8.' 5 Zusatzachsen)

BenOtigte Maschinendaten:

Aufbau BenOtigt bei der
Name: Adresse: entspricht: s. Seite Zusatzachse Schaltachse

QMREZ 61A2 QMRE 8-27 ja nein

6188

QMROZ 6102 QMRO 8-27 ja nein

61E8

QMAAKTZ 6347 QMAAKT 8-93 ja nein

QMKBZ* 6354 QMKB 8-94 ja nein

635E

QMGNKLZ 6370 QMGNKL 8·104 ja nein

637A

QMRESVZ 6370 QMRESV 8·9718·225 ja nein

QMAKVZ 638C QMAKV 8·98 ja nein

6396

QMHKVZ 63A4 QMHKV 8·98 ja nein

63AE

QMAVVZ 63BC QMAVV 8-102 ja nein

63C6

QMHVVZ 6304 QMHVV 8·102 ja nein

630E

QMORIZ 6405 QMORI 8·105 ja nein

QMOFTZ 6406 QMOFT 8·106 ja nein

QMDFFZ 641A QMDFF 8·107 ja nein

6424
*W.,d.n Sy".m. mit Abooll/tg~,n ~ng,,"tz1. JO I" auch die khaltac~als aboolute Achse zu deflnl.,.n (OMIC8Z blt 0 .1)

8-248 Siemens AG Bestell·Nr.: 62B5 430-oAA01-oBAO
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(8.15 Zusatzachsen)

Aufbau Benotigt bei der
Name: Adresse: entspricht: s. Seite. Zusatzachse Schaltachse

QMDMAXZ 6432 QMDMAX 8-108 ja nein

643C

QMSOEZ 64(6 QMSOE 8-111 ja nein

64F2

QMSOREAZ 64F7 QMSOREA 8-114 ja nein

QMSOREHZ 64F9 QMSOREH 8·115 ja nein

QMSTUZ 6506 QMSTU 8-116 ja nein

6510

QMSFZ 651E QMSF 8·122 ja nein

6528

QMPT01Z 6536 QMPT01 8-124 ja nein

6540

QMPT02Z 654E QMPT02 8-126 ja nein

6558

QMHPTOZ 6566 QMHPTO 8·124 ja nein

6570

QMPZZ 657E QMPZ 8-128 ja nein

,6588

QMSWGZ 6596 QMSWG 8-129 ja nein

65AO

Siemens AG Bestell·Nr.: 6ZB5 430-oAA01·0BAO 8·249



Maschinendaten-Beschreibung A02.88

(8.15 Zusetzachsen)

Aufbau Benotigt bei der
Name: Adresse: entspricht: s. Seite Zusatzachse Schaltachse

QMBMAXZ 65AE QMBMAX 8-136 ja nein

..,

65B8

QMBTSZ 65C6 QMBTS 8-138 ja nein

6500

QMPKFZ 650E QMPKF 8·132 ja nein

65E8

QMPKMZ 65F6 QMPKM 8-132 ja nein

6600

QMPUEWZ 660E QMPLIEW 8·132 ja nein

6618

QMBSTZ 661C QMBST 8·140 ja nein

QMBOZZ 662A QMBOZ 8·142 ja nein

6634

QMBVZZ 6642 QMBVZ 8-144 ja nein

664C

QMBVZHZ 665A QMBVZH 8-146 ja nein

6664

QMRSZZ 6672 QMRSZ 8-147 ja nein
/

667C

QMREF 667E QMREF 8·149 ja nein

QMREF + 2 6680 QMREF +2 8-149 ja ja

8·250 Siemens AG Bestell-Nr.: 6ZB5 430-oAA01-oBAO



A02.88 Maschinendaten.Beschreibung

(8.15 Zusatzachsen)

Aufbau BenOtigt bei der
Name: Adresse: entspricht: s. Seite . Zusatzachse Schaltachse

QMAREFZ 668E QMAREF 8-151 ja nein

6698

QMVREF1Z 66A6 QMVREF1 8-152 ja nein /,

66BO

QMVREF2Z 66BE QMVREF2 8-153 ja nein

66C8

QMGIVZ 6606 QMGIV 8·158 ja nein

66EO

QMRPVZ 66FA QMRPV 8·156 ja nein

670E

QMAMEVZ 672A QMAMEV 8-154 ja nein

673E

QMHBXZ 674E QMHBX 8·163 ja nein

6758

QMHAGZ 6766 QMHAG 8-166 ja nein

6770

QMHVRZ 678B QMHVR 8·181 ja ja

QMAGZ 6798 QMAG 8-182 ja ja

67A2

QMBXZ 67BO QMBX 8-184 ja ja

67BA

Siemens AG Bestell·Nr.: 6ZBS 430-oAA01·08AO 8-251



Maschinendaten.Beschreibung· A02.BB

(B.15 Zusatzachsen)

Aufbau BenOtigt bei der
Name: Adresse: entspricht: s. Seite Zusatzachse Schaltachse

QMUEFZ 67C8 QMUEF 8~186 ja ja

6702

QMLlEGZ 67EO QMUEG 8-190 ja ja

67EA

QMKWEGZ 67EE QMKWEG 8-191 ja ja

QMZVCPR 67F3 QMVCPR 8-196 ja ja

QMZVCP 6800 QMVCP 8-201 ja ja
pro Achse

6814

QMMBVZ 68E2* QMMBV 8-118 ja nein

68EC

QMGUSGZ 68FA** QMGUSG 8-119 ja nein

6904**

Auf den folgenden Seiten werden nun die speziellen Maschinendaten fOr die Zusatzachsen-
funktion beschrieben.

*) Dieses Datum gilt bei Softwarestand 02168. Ab Softwarestand 03 gilt 68F6 bis 6900.
**) Dieses Datum gilt bei Softwarestand 02168. Ab Softwarestand 03 gilt 6A1C bis 6A26.

8-252 Siemens AG Bestell-Nr.: 6ZB5 430-GAA01-GBAO



A 02.88

NAME:

Maschinendaten-Beschreibung

(8.15 Zusatzachsen)

~ BESCHREIBUNG DER BEWEGUNGSRICHTUNG DER ZUSATZACH
~ SE IN BEZUG AUF DAS ROBOTERKOORDINATENSYSTEM (ROS).

'- BESCHREIBUNG:

Um die Zusatzachsen mit der RCM3 verfahren zu kOnnen, muB der Inbetrieb
nehmer

•
•

•

Art der lage der Zusatzachsen festlegen (QMZACO, auch Schaltachsen)

Werte fOr die Verbindungselemente bestimmen
(Formularbild ahnlich NPK) AI\wJi./v.dJp dJ..1'(.~
Zusatzachsenkinematik als Kette von Verbindungselementen (VBE) und
Zusatzachsen (ZA, auch Schaltachsen) im Maschinendatum QMTZAC
beschreiben.

Bei den Zusatzachsen handelt es sich entweder um translatorische oder
rotatorische Achsen. Ihre Bewegungsrichtung muB im Bezug auf das Roboter
koordinatensystem (ROS) beschrieben werden, und zwar Ober das Maschinen
datum QMZACO.

Es gelten folgende Festlegungen:

• Bewegung entlang der X-Achse = Vx
(fOrVBE = Verschiebewert x)

• Bewegung entlang der Y-Achse = Y.::L
(fOr VBE = Verschiebewert y)

• Bewegung entlang der Z-Achse = Vz
(fOrVBE = Verschiebewert z)

• Rotation um die X-Achse (Definition
wie NPK-Drehwinkel C) = Rx (C)

• Rotation um die Y-Achse (Definition
wie NPK-Drehwinkel B) = Ry (B)

• Rotation um die Z-Achse (Definition
wie NPK-Drehwinkel A) = Rz (A)

Bei der Definition der Drehwinkel A, B, C
gilt:

." .

A: math. positiv }

B: math. negativ

C: math. positiv

bezogen auf ein rechtsdrehendes
Koord inatensystem

Siemens AG Bestell-Nr.: 6ZB5 430-oAA01-oBAO



Maschinendaten-Beschreibung

(8.15 Zusatzachsen)

A02.BB

Bei der Definition der Zusatzachsen in QMZACO muB folgende Reihenfolge
eingehalten werden:

•
•

geregelte Zusatzachsen
ungeregelte Zusatzachsen (Schaltachsen)

8-254

Die Schaltachsen werden wie geregelte Zusatzachsen codiert.
Die Anzahl der Schaltachsen ist in QMANSA festzulegen.

Siemens AG Bestell-Nr.: 6ZB5 430-0AA01-oBAO



(8.15 Zusatzachsen)

z

x
z

x
z

Bild 8.2 Definition der Rotationslagen am Beispiel der NPK-Drehwinkel (siehe Funktionsmodul 07.507)

Siemens AG Bestell-Nr.: 6ZB5 430-oAA01-oBAO 8-255



Maschinendaten-Beschreibung
(8.1 SZusatzachsen)

AUFBAU:

ZA-Art (+ Phi) (- Phi)

-------- ------------- --------------
Rz (A) 01Hex 09Hex
Ry (B) 02Hex OAHex
Rx (C) 03Hex OBHex
Vz (z) 04Hex OCHex
Vy (y) 05Hex ODHex
Vx (x) 06Hex OEHex

-------- ------------- 1---------------

A02.88

Dreht oder verschiebt eine Zusatzachse gemaB eines rechtsdrehenden
Koordinatensystems mathematisch-positiv, dann kann ein Code aus 1Hex-6Hex
eingesetzt werden. Bei mathematisch-negativ kann ein Code 9Hex -EHex
eingesetzt werden.

Mit diesem Maschinendatum werden also die Vorzeichen der Verfahrrich
tungen festgelegt und die Daten der Achsen bestimmt.
Die Werte 0, 7,8, Fsind irrelevant.

EINGABE: IQMZACO I

ADRESSE BEDEUTUNG
FORMAT I

EINHEIT

6244 Beschreibung der Bewegungsrichtung der Zusatzachse 8 Datenbyte
im Bezug auf das Roboterkoordinatensystem (ROS). Hexwert

6249

Beispiele: Siehe Seiten 8-265 ff .

8-256 Siemens AG Bestell·Nr.: 6ZBS 430-0AA01-oBAO



(8.15 Zusatzachsen)

Verbindungselemente (VBE)

Die Verbindungselemente wirken wie eine Verschiebung durch eine NPK und dienen zur
Beschreibung einer konstanten Verschiebung und/oder Verdrehung zwischen zwei Koordi
natensystemen z.B. Roboter-Koordinatensystem ROS und Zusatzachsenkoordinaten
system (ZAS).

Die Werte werden in ein Anwenderformularbild eingetragen. Zur Beschreibung des
kinematischen Aufbaus des Zusatzachsensystems lassen sich mehrere ~oordinaten1Ysteme

(KS) ketten, d.h. es gibt auch mehrere VBE.

Beispiel:

Koordinatensystemkettung am Beispiel eines Schwenktisches. Den Anfang der Kette
bildet ROS, das Ende das ZAS.

lAS

KS3

KS2

KSl

ROS

-i. VB3

QZAl

-L V8E2

..1- VBEl

100

200

Verbindungselemente zu Schaltachsen werden gleich behandelt wie bei geregelten
Zusatzachsen!

Siemens AG Bestell-Nr.: 6ZBS 430-0AA01-oBAO 8-257



Maschinendaten-Beschreibung

(8.15 Zusatzachsen)

A02.88

NAME:

FESTLEGUNG OER REIHENFOLGE VON ZUSATZACHSEN
(GEREGELT OOER UNGEREGELT) UNO OER
VERBINOUNGSELEMENTE (VBE)

..,

BESCHREIBUNG:

Nach der Festlegung der Bewegungsrichtung (Lage) der Zusatzachsen und der
Werte fur die VBE ist die Reihenfolge ihrer Kettung festzulegen.
Oiese Reihenfolge wird im Maschinendatum QMTZAC hinterlegt.

AUFBAU:

•
•
•
•
•

Byte Nr.

1 Adresse 6250HexBit

7 ., . 0

•
•
•
•

•
•

32 Adresse 626FHex

Oabei wird pro Byte die Art des Kettungselements Zusatzachse oder VBE und
die Nummer der Achse (1-6) oder des VBE (1 bis 9) hinterlegt.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 Bit - Nr.

0 0 ZA VBE Nr. Nr. Nr. Nr. Bedeutung

Nr.
VB =
ZA =

Nummer der Achse (1 bis 6) oder des Verbindungselements (1 bis 9)
Kennung Verbindungselement
Kennung Zusatzachse

8-258 Siemens AG Bestell-Nr.: 6ZBS 430-0AA01-0BAO



Maschinendaten-Beschreibung

(8.15 Zusatzachsen)

Die Reihenfolge der Daten mit QMTZAC ist dann ein Abbild der Reihenfolge
der Achsen und VBE.

Bezogen auf das Beispiel von Seite 8-253 ergeben sich folgende Daten:

ZAS

r{'KS3
ZAl

KS2 .-1..- VBE2
KS1 l- VBE1
ROS

QMJZAC:
?1v\ It

V13E
1 1

\J c~ e
1 2

"Z A C.
2 1

\I~ e-
1 3

F F

VBE1 Adr.: 6250 Hex

VBE2 Adr.: 6251 Hex

ZA1 Adr.: 6252 Hex

VBE3 Adr.: 6253 Hex

ENDE Adr.: 6254 Hex

'i:Jl:.••••••>(*"~ ; ; :.: ;.;.;.:.;.: ;.;.;.;.: ; ;.; : ; ; : ; ;.;.;.; , ; ;. ;.;.; ; ; , ; ; ; ;.;.;.: ;.: , , : , >.•••.•,•••:•••••••...•.•.•••,•••••••.•.•;•••_•.•••:•••.•;.:••..•.••••~.:.:.:.:.:.:::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:I Die Endekennung F~~~~~~~h~~~~:~~~:~ue~ ~~~~:.tragen werden und I
~~~~ii~~£~2.: :-~.~.: :: :.: :-..: :.: ~ ;...: ::-:.:..~ :.: : : : :.y•.•.•.•••;..•.•.-:•.•.•.•••.•:•.•.•:.:.:0" :.:•••: :.:.:•••••••••••••••••.••••~•••••••••••:.:•••.•••.•••.•••••••.•.•••••••.•••.•.•••:•••••••.•:.y ;...•••:.:-...••..•••••.•.•••:.••.•Jt~~Jm~~~;~~~I~~~f:
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Maschinendaten-Beschreibung

(8.' 5 Zusatzachsenl

NAME:

BESCHREIBUNG:

ANZAHLDER~CHALT~CHSENBEIM
ZUSATZACHSENSYSTEM

A02.88

\

..-

Mit diesem Maschinendatum wird die Anzahl der ungeregelten Zusatzachsen,
die in QMZACO beschrieben und in der Kettung (QMTZAC) berucksichtigt sind,
festgelegt.

AUFBAU:
ein Maschinendatenbyte

6 ... 1

Anzahl der Schaltachsen beim

Zusatzachsensystem

EINGABE: IQMANSA I

I 0 Bit- Nr.

Bedeutung

ADRESSE BEDEUTUNG FORMATI
EINHEIT

6270 Anzahl der Schaltachsen beim Zusatzachsensystem 1 Datenbyte
Hex-Zahl
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A 02.88 Maschinendaten-Beschreibung

(8.15 Zusatzachsen)

NAME:

~CHALT~CHSEN - ~NFANGSeOSITION (REFERENZPUNKT
LAGE OER NICHT-GEREGELTEN ZUSATZACHSEN)

BESCHREIBUNG:

Mit diesen Maschinendaten lassen sich die Schaltachsen - Anfangspositionen
bzw. Nullagen festlegen.

Ober die tatsachliche Istposition entscheidet letztlich der Bediener'.
Es gibt keine ROckkopplung Ober ein MeBsystem.Ein Referenzpunkt bei den

. Schaltachsen ist nicht moglich! In QMREFZ mOssen diese Achsen als

.L&__,=:===:'&__&-.alW

AUFBAU:
FOr jede Zusatzachse gibt es ein Maschinendoppelwort mit wahlweise
einstellbaren Formaten.

31 .. . 27 26 25 ... 0 Bit - Nr.

.. . 21 20 2-1 ... Wertigkeit

Kommastelle (hier DO 26) -t • Inkrementelle Oarstellung (000)
• MM - Oarstellung (DO 14)

(translatorische Achsen)
• Grad-Oarstellung (0026)

(rotatorische Achsen)

UNGADE: IQMSAAP I

ADRESSE BEDEUTUNG FORMATI
EINHEIT

6272 Schaltachsen - Anfangsposition ZA'l 6x 1 Oaten-
6274 doppelwort.
. FormatlEinheit

6286
Schaltachsen - Anfangsposition ZA 6

sieheoben
6288 ...

II
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Maschinelldaten-Beschreibung

(B.15 Zusatzachsen)

NAME:

BESCH REI BUNG:

A02.88

fOSITIONSFORMAT FOR DIE lUSATZACHSEN BEl ANZEIGE
UNO PROGRAMMIERLING

Mit diesen sechs Maschinendatenbytes konnen uber Biteingabe drei
unterschiedliche Positionsdarstellungsformate gewahlt werden.
(QMSAAP beachten!)

AUFBAU:
6 Maschinendatenbyte

7 I 6.... 1 I 0 Bit- Nr.

Positionsdarstellungsformat fUr Zusatzachsen Bedeutung

Eingabewerte • 0
• 1

• 2

Inkrementelle Oarstellung
MM • Oarstellung
(transl atorische Achsen)
Grad-Oarstellung
(rotatorische Achsen)

(000)
(0014)

(0014)

Bei 2 ist zu beachten, daB die QMREZlQMROZ Daten in rad/lnk. errechnet
werden.

QMREZ = DO 6
QMROZ = 0042

EINGABE: I QMPFOZ I

AORESSE BEDEUTUNG FORMAT/
EINHEIT

6184 1 OatenByte. Positionsdarstellungsformat fur Zusatzachsen ZA1 ...ZA6. . Hex-Zahl
6189
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A02.88

NAME:

Maschinendaten·Beschreibung

(8.15 Zusatzachsen)

MAXIMALE ACHSGESCHWINOIGKEIT FOR JEOE
ZUSATZACHSE BEIM BAHNFAHREN DES ROBOTERS

BESCHREIBUNG:

QMZVCP beschreibt die maximale Achsgeschwindigkeit fOr jede Zusatzachse
beim Bahnfahren des Roboters. Die Geschwindigkeit wird entweder in
mm pro IPO ( 0014), rad pro IPO (0026) oder Inkrementen pro IPO (000)
eingegeben.

FOr die Eingabe in mm pro IPO bzw. rad pro IPO gilt:

QMZVCPOEZ = QMROZOEZ '
nno 0".4". zp.IPO • (214 bzw226 )

60. 1000

Bei Eingabe in Inkrementen pro IPO gilt:

QMZVCPOEZ =QMROZOEZ '
nn. 0". 4". zp .IPO

60· 1000

nn =
0 =
zp =

4 =
QMROZ =

Motordrehzahl bei Override 100% und
GES ALLACH = 100% in U. min-1
Obersetzungsverhaltnis MeBgeber I Motor
Pulse pro MeBgeberumdrehung des inkrementellen Gebers,
bzw. Istwertanderung des absoluten Weggebers be.i einer
Motorumdrehung
Impulsvervierfachung bei Inkrementellen Gebern
Umwandlung in internes Rechenformat in rad pro Inkremente
oder mm pro Inkremente ( Es muB hier mit dem nicht .
formatierten Oezimalwert gerechnet werden)

*) Bei Einsatz von inkrementellen Gebern
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Maschinendaten-Beschreibung

(8.15 Zusatzachsen)

AUFBAU:
FOr jede Zusatzachse gibt es ein Maschinendoppelwort mit wahlweise
einstellbaren Formaten.

AOU8

31 27 26 25 0 Bit - Nr.
. .•.. . ...

.. . 21 20 2.1 ... Wertigkeit

Kommastelle (hier DO 26) ..J

EINGABE: I· QMZVCP I

mmprolPO
rad pro IPO
Inkr. pro IPO

bei Bit Nummer 14 (0014)
bei Bit Nummer 26 (0026)
bei Bit Nummer 0 (000)

ADRESSE BEDEUTUNG FORMAT I
EINHEIT

6800 1 Ooppelwort
Maximale Achsgeschwindigkeit far Zusatzachse 1 0014; 0026;ODO

Hex-Zahl
6802

6814 1 Ooppelwort
Maximale Achsgeschwindigkeit far Zusatzachse 6 0014; 0026;000

Hex-Zahl
6816

Beispiel: nn = 3000 min ·1

zp =1024 Pulse
0=1:3
QMROZOEZ =2,1 .10-5

QMZVCPOEZ = QMROZoEz • nn· 0 • 4. Zp • IPO • 226
60.1000.IPO

3000. 4. 1024.64

60· 1000.3
• 226 = 6157265 [~ ]

8-264

= QMZVCPHEX =5DF3Dl
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Maschinendaten-Beschreibung

(8.15 Zusatzachsen)

Beispiele fOr Zusatzachsenkinematiken und deren Definition

• Drehtisch (in Nullstellung)

1.) Definition der Zusatzachsen: ZA1: RZ(1)) QMZACO: 1

(Adresse: 6244)

I

;

Schema:

I

I I

Siemens AG Bestell·Nr.: 62B5 430-0AA01-oBAO

J-----+---~""ZASL...--+_........,

KS2 =KS3
Nullstellung

:::Iiiii-------~X2.3

~"""'--------~ X1
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Maschinendaten.Beschreibung

(8.15 Zusatzachsen)

A02.88

2.) V8E bestimmen:

ZAS

VBE3 abh3ngig von den Tischdaten .

KS1

abhangig von der Aufstellung

ROS

VBE 1 x = 200 Y = 100 z = 10
A = 450 B = 00 C = 00

VBE2 x = 0 y = 0 z = dl
A = 100 B = 00 C = 00

(math. Nullst.)

VBE3 x = 0 y 0 z = d2 .",=
A = 00 B = 00 C = 00

KS2

KS3

3.) Kettung

QMTZAC: VBEI ZA

1 , VBE', 2 VBE2

2 , ZAl

, 3 VBE3

F F ENDE

NatClrlich laBt sich das ZAS Koordinationssystem Ober ein weiteres VBE beliebig verschieben
und verdrehen.
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(8.15 ZusOltzachsen)

Beispiele fur Zusatzachsenkinematiken und deren Definition

b) Drehschwenktisch (in Nullstellung)

1.) Definition der Zusatzachsen:

ZA1 : Ry(-cjl) Code: A Schwenken

ZA2 : Rz(cJI) Code: 1 Drehen
•QMZACO (6244) = OA .",1

QMZACO + 1 (6245) = 01

ZZAS

.... ..... .... ....... .... ....... .... ...... ......
.... I

... '......... :20
............... I

"-J,,,,,,,,,,

,t~
\ "
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Maschinendaten-Beschreibung

(8.15 Zusatzachsen)

A02.88

2.)

ZAS

KSS

KS4

KS3

KS2

KS1

ROS

V8f bestimmen:

t VB4

n=ZA2

abhangig von den Tischdaten
VBE3

ZA1

VBE2

VBEI} • bhangig yon der Auf,tellung
_.......L.__

VBE 1 x = 200 Y = 100 z = 20 Aufstellung
A = 10° B = 0° C = 0°

VBE2 x = 0 y = 0 z = d, Tischdaten
A = 0° B = 45° C = 0°

VBE3 x = 0 y = 0 z = d2 Tischdaten
A = 0° B = 0° C = 0°

VBE4 x = 0 y = 0 z = d3 Tischdaten
A = 90° B = 0° C = 0°

3.) Kettung

QMTZAC:

8-268

VBE I ZA

1 1 VBE1

1 2 VBE2

2 1 ZA1

1 3 VBE3

2 2 ZA2

1 4 VBE4

F F ENDE
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Roboter auf einem Fahrgestell

1.)Oefinition der Zusatzachsen

Nullage KS1

I VBE1

TIZA1

Siemens AG Bestell·Nr.: 6ZBS 430-0AA01.0BAO

Maschinendaten.Seschreibung

(8.15 Zusatzachsen)

YZAS

ZAS

8·269
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Maschinendaten-Beschreibung

(8.'5 Zusatzachsen)

1.) Definition der ZA

A02,88

ZA1 Code: E ~ QMZACO (6244) = OE

Nach der Vereinbarung in der Tabelle Seite 8·254 wird die rnathernatische Definition ein'er
Zusatzachse bezogen auf das Koordinatensystern KSj beschrieben.

ZA
----iJoo.... KSi+'

ROS
, ZA1
----l..~ KS1

Es gilt:
Bezogen auf ROS (feststehend gedacht) verschiebt die Zusatzachse ZA1 das
Koordinatensystern KS1 urn· Phi,. Daher Vx (. Phi,)

2.) VBE bestimmen

z. B. VBE 1

3.) Kettung

x = 100
A = 20°

y = 100
B = 0°

z = 0
C = 0°

QMTZAC:

8-270

VBEI ZA

2 1 ZA1

1 1 VBE1

F F EN DE
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,",u'.oo Maschinendaten.Beschreibung

(8.15 Zusatzachsen)

KS1: Portalkoordinatensystem

4J, =-1000

X
ZAS

I,
I,,,,,,,

I
I,

I,
I

I,,,,,,,,
: VBE1,,,,,,,,,,,

I,,,
ZZAS',,,,,,

I
I,,

I

4J , = + 1000

ZAS

KS1

ROS

t VBE1

QZA1
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2.) VBE bestimmen

Es gilt auch hier:

1.) Definition der ZA

Bezogen auf ROS verschiebt die Zusatzachse ZA1 das
Koordinatensystern KS1 urn - Phi,. Daher: VK (- Phi,)

Code: E ... QMZACO (6244) = OEVK ( - Phi,)ZA1

Maschinendaten-Beschreibung

(8.'S Zusatzachsen)

z. B. VBE1 x = 0
A = 0

y = 0
B = 1800

z = d1
C = 0

3.) Kettung

QMTZAC: VBE/ ZA

2 , ZA1

1 1 VBE1

F F ENDE
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Dateiname : tu.DAT
********************************************************************************
Datensatz Nr. Ergebnis :
================= ==========
Punkt -x- -y- -z- * Schnittpunkt Tisch-Orientierung

I 1002.8 -259.2 791.6 * X = 1170. 18 A = 136.1206
2 1339.0 -582.5 791. I * Y = -420. 15 B = 0.0181
3 1329.3 -254.5 791.6 * Z = 791.53 C = 0.0711
4 1017.5 -579. I 791.8 *

Datensatz Nr. 2 Ergebnis :
================= ========== ),

Punkt -X- -y- -z- * Schnittpunkt Tisch-Orientierung
I 995.2 -204.9 787. 1 * X = 1193.57 A = 136.0803
2 1354.7 -551.1 786.8 * Y = -395.93 B = 0.0322
3 1345.0 -239.0 729.2 * Z = 786.95 C = 14.8370
4 1044.8 -550. 1 843.7 *

Datensatz Nr. 3 Ergebnis :
================= ==========
Punkt -X- -y- -z- * Schnittpunkt Tisch-Orientierung

1 954. I -259.8 787.2 * X = 1146.45 A = 136.1093
2 1309. I -60 I. 3 786. I * Y = -444.85 B = O. 1238
3 1297.9 -287.6 845.8 * Z = 786.62 C = -15.1560
4 997.6 -599.4 728.5 *

Datensatz Nr. 4 Ergebnis :
================= ==========
Punkt -X- -y- -z- * Schnittpunkt Tisch-Orientierung

I 961.5 -310.4 774. I * X = 1124.63 A = 135.9922
2 1292.0 -629.5 772.8 * Y = -467.98 B = O. 1395
3 1256.2 -331.5 884.2 * Z = 773.55 C = -30.2184
4 991.0 -606.6 661.4 *

Datensatz Nr. 5 Ergebnis :
================= ==========
Punkt -X- -y- -z- * Schnittpunkt Tisch-Orientierung

I 904.8 -294.6 752.9 * X 1105.61 A = 136.1334
2 1276.3 -651.6 752.3 * Y -487.62 B = 0.0599
3 1221.6 -367.5 921.2 * Z = 752.61 C = -45.2523
4 994.2 -603.0 590.8 *

Datensatz Nr. 6 Ergebnis :
================= ==========
Punkt -X- -y- -z- * Schnittpunkt Tisch-Orientierung

I 894.8 -314.2 725.3 * X = 1090.84 A = 136.1279
2 1249.8 -655.5 724.8 * Y = -502.67 B = 0.0586
3 1167.9 -422.6 919.7 * Z = 725.02 C = -60.2832
4 1013.8 -582.7 530.4 *



KUKA Automatische systemen + Robots N.V. mrnmrn
r1fY' .')-',V \ v-~

:I . rlCv/ '",J" / lJ
~\1 / - Or

Datensatz Nr. 7//~
================= l!'
Punkt -x- - -y- -z- *

I 884.6 -322.2 693;6 *
2 1243.6 -667.8 693.2 *
3 1121.9 -470.3 913.0 *
4 1042.8 -552.5 480.3 *

/
.n ,yJf-\

'0\dJJf
~\\ .

::~::~~:/
Schnittpunkt Tisch-Orientierung
X = 1081.76 A = 136.0876
y = -512.01 B = 0.0455
Z = 693.38 C = -75.2280

Datensatz Nr. 8 Ergebnis :
================= ==========
Punkt -X- -y- -z- * Schnittpunkt Tisch-Orientierung

I 881.9 -325.9 658.6 * X = 1078.84 A = 136.0954
2 1243.9 -674.3 658.9 * y = -515.45 B = -0.0342
3 1078.4 -516. I 919.6 * Z 658.76 C -90. 1667
4 1079.2 -514.9 436.7 *

******************************************************************************

Ergebnis aus 8 Messungen :
===========================

*** Inhalt
Schnittpunkt :
X = 1170.30
Y = -420.06
Z = 659.43

VBE I ***
Tisch-Orientierung

A = 136.1206
B = 0.0181
C= 0.0711

***

x =
y =
Z

Inhalt VBE 2

0.00 A =
0.00 B =

132.05 C =

***

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

*** Rotations-Matrix ***
X -0.72080030245 -0.69314193371 0.00108798465
Y 0.69314271545 -0.72080005558 0.00067518978\.:.~.~

Z. 0.00031621705. 0.00124080563 0.9999991802~. "l\;'~""C..1 A.rly'r.:!"r.' (
Max~maler Fehler Schmttpunkt: 0.40 mm \'fJI1 iM-{... ·O'j'iJ..\J"~
******************************************************************************

******************************************************************************
(c) ]989 KUKA Automatische systemen + robots N.V.

15-1-1989 19h37m24s
******************************************************************************
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Robotics

Hr. E. de Hooge
Electronic Data Systems Nederland
CAD-CAM division
Babylon, Koningin Julianaplein 30 A4
2595 AA s' Gravenhage

Eindhoven, 19 februari 1992

Dear mister de Hooge,

During the research assignment of graduation study, I have run into a few problems.
These problems are about the ROBOTICS-software package and are of a practical
form. Because of the recent reorganization, I do not know exactly to whom I should
write. Therefore, I made a very accurate description of the situation and of the
problems. I also wrote it in english, in case you have to send this letter to EDS-Paris.
I hope you can help me with these problems.

1. Situation description :

The robot cell at the Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Production
Engineering and Automation consists of a KUKA IR 161/15/25, the KUKA Swivel
Turntable SDTD 742 and a variable transport system. The cell works as most
commercially available robot systems are working: one robot and the manipulator as
two external axes, where the motion of both is orchestrated by a single controller (the
KUKA RC 22/41). The position and orientation of the robot are the first data
positions, followed by the two external axes.

The cell is modelled in the ROBOTICS package. The PLACE/Simulation cell
consists of the KUKA robot and the KUKA manipulator. The robot is modelled as a
six degrees of freedom open loop mechanism, which was present in the Robot
Library, but had to be modified a little bit. The manipulator is modelled as a device
with less then six degrees of freedom and was not present in the Robot Library. We
had to build it our selves. The manipulator consists of two axis, representing only
orientation. Therefore, this device is modelled using the "Similar Device Kinematics".
When the two devices should move simultaneously in a PLACE simulation, they are
programmed to perform a "Coordinated Goto". The robot is in our case the primary
sub-device of the "Compound Device", followed by the two external axes as the
secondary sub-device (as defined by the KUKA Controller). See the tape for the
modelled cell and the device descriptions.

As a device performs its motions, the locations that it reaches are defined by a set of
coordinates. The Tool Center Point of the KUKA robot is programmed in a cartesian
coordinate system with the orientation in angles. The three distances for the position

1



Robotics

are computed from the device origin. The origin of the device is located in the link
coordinate system of the first link (or frame). This first link or frame is called the
base of the robot. The location generated during processing of a coordinated motion
device is a direct reflection of both the coordinate systems and the sub-device
ordering. So, during a coordinated motion the device moves according to their own
coordinate systems. In case of the robot-device this means that during a coordinated
motion the position of its TCP in space is related to the robot base (first frame).

However, when the external axes are activated in the "real" cell, the location of the
robot origin changes to a point on the manipulator. The new location of the robot
origin is situated such that only the orientation of the new origin changes as the
manipulator moves. Because the manipulator is a device with only orientation, the
location of the robot origin does not change; only the orientation changes with
manipulator moves. So, the robot is programmed relative to its origin, which is on top
of the movable manipulator. This change of robot origin is created to keep the
position and orientation of the robot's TCP relative to the product on the manipu
lator.

Remark!
The new origin location is called MANWPA3,TPl in the included cells.

Figure 1. Change of origin location.

2. Problem description:

2.1. During the research assignment of my graduation study, I ran into a few pro
blems. The first problem is about the changing location of the robot origin. I
could not find in the ROBOTICS-manual how to program such a origin
change. Is it possible to model such a (dynamic) changing location of the robot
origin in ROBOTICS? If this is possible how should it be done?
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2.2. The second problem is about performing a coordinated goto. When we pro
gram the robot on-line, we often want to use the external axes just for a short
time. For instance we position the product on the manipulator by turning the
table of the manipulator. After that we want, during programming, to program
just the robot (the external axes are off), and so on. An example of what I
mean is included and the sequence TESTl.SEQ is also an example of how I
want a robot program to look like. However, I did not succeed in programming
this correctly in ROBOTICS. I want to program the robot device first, then
perform some coordinated goto's and end with some movements for the robot
device alone (like in TESTl.SEQ). Within COMMAND it is only possible to
generate a CSP-file for just one cell. When you create a cell with just the two
devices for the robot and the manipulator, the postprocessor generates a
program for the selected device (one of the two) and it is not possible to
postprocess any coordinated goto's. When you create a cell containing a
compound device you can postprocess the coordinated goto's but it is not
possible to perform a movement for just one of the simple kinematic devices.

2.3. Another problem when using a cell containing a compound device is turning
off the external axes. The AAX ON RCS-command (or ZAC EIN ROS) is
generated as one of the first lines in the robot program, but the AAX OFF
command (or ZAC AUS) can not be generated with a sequence command or
an USR-file command. I want to model this kind of robot program (lines for a
simple device and lines for a compound device in one program) by using just
one sequence and one cell for postprocessing. Is this possible or am I doing
something wrong?

Remark!

2.4. Is it true that a cell containing a compound device always makes the second
sub-device active, when merged into PLACE? I created a cell containing the
two simple devices in such a way that the robot was the active device, when
the cell was merged. Every time I created a compound device, containing the
two devices as sub-devices with the robot as primary sub-device, merging it
during a new PLACE/Simulation made the manipulator the active device.

2.5. The last problem is about the manipulator. Because the manipulator has only
orientation (two axes), it is a device with less then six degrees of freedom.
Therefore, the device is modelled using "Similar Device Kinematics" (see the
tape for a device description of the manipulator). The device looks good and
moves in the right way. The problem is that the HP sometimes crashes perfor
ming a manipulator move in PLACE. A core dump occurs when the manipu
lator moves alone or in a coordinated goto but not systematically (not every
time). The place.err file always contains the same error message after such a
core dump:

3
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Thu Jan 30 15:42:04 1992
User Interface error report from TAG2BUTN
3101: TAG2BUTN says "TAG not found"

Thu Jan 30 15:42:04 1992
User Interface error report from TAG2PIND
3401: TAG2PIND says "TAG not found"

What does this error message mean and does it have anything to do with the
way the manipulator was modelled? Is there any other (or better) way to
model a two degrees of freedom open loop mechanism?

3. Included with this letter are:

A tape containing: the cells : TEST
TESTl
DEMO

the device descriptions of :
KUKA (robot)
MAN (product manipulator)

the sequences :
TEST
TESTl
TEST2
DEMO

the USER-files:
TEST
TESTI

A robot program example : see Appendix 1.

The cell TEST is the cell containing the compound device, the sequence TEST
belongs to the cell TEST and contains some coordinated goto's. The cell TESTl is
the same cell as TEST, but it does not contain a compound device. The sequence
TESTl belongs to the cell TESTl and consists of a few robot device motions, define
compound device command, some coordinated goto's and again some motions for the
robot device alone. The TEST1 sequence is built the way a future robot program
should look like. The sequence TESTI is a short sequence containing just a few
motions for the robot device alone. With the USER-file TEST2, I tried to process two
sequences together, one with a compound device and one without. The DEMO
sequence and cell is another example of trying to make a robot program of the
described structure.

4
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I hope that this information is enough to understand our problems.

Best regards,

Prof. Dr. Ir. A.C.H. van der Wolf
Ing. J.J.M. Schrauwen
F.G.J. Soers

Copies to :

Tijs Willems
Den Dolech 2
P.O. Box 513
5600 MB
W.H.0.123
Telefax 31 40 448665

PI( ./llefl ~1 I t i /1j
t;;.JJ S F/P /I (. f:.?

1 j){a.te cltar k.!> 171.{ y~~t/le.. . ...
f (j / 82.. 541111. - C(Jue,1-ti3 e/J yt.e tiN) cedE

t= f {l'(V!C~

3:' I 3 0/ 2221/
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Appendix 1. an example of a robot program.

First the robot moves alone to a certain position, then the external axes are activated
(ZAC EIN ROS) and some welding movements follow. At the end the external axes
are turned off (ZAC ADS) and only the robot moves again.

KOM .
KOM SRCL TRANSLATOR OUTPUT
KOM .
KOM
KOM 17.0CT.1991 10040.13.93
KOM CSP FILE ... KUKAJ3
KOM
KOM
DEF HP93
ORIVAR
KOM MERGE.CELL. TIJS.WORLD.
KOM ACT DEVICE ... KUKA
GES ALL PI
WTK 1 D+lOOO.O L+O.O H+O.OOO
$WISTAT T(BAA 1P 2P 3P 4P 5P 6P)
PTP X+I000.0 Y-430.0 Z+1800.0 A+65.000 B+45.000 C+90.000
WTK 4 D+ 155.0 L+272.0 H-45AOO
TXT TOOLl
$WISTAT T(BAA 1P 2P 3P 4P 5P 6P
PTP X-9.9-Y + 112.7 Z+2460.4 A+ 154.836 B-33.695 C+43.669
$WISTAT T(BAA 1P 2P 3P 4P 5P 6P)
PTP X-5.8-Y +6604 Z+2465.1 A+ 153.171 B-32.150 C+40.606
ZACEIN ROS
GES ALL 25
$WISTAT T(BAA lP 2P 3P 4P 5P 6P)
PPB X+O.O Y+O.O Z+580.0 A+106.644 B+88.619 C-89.608 Bl+O.OOO B2+0.000
$WISTAT_T(BAA 1P 2P 3P 4P 5P 6P)
PPB X-96.2 Y+357.0 Z+649.4 A+ 118.258 B+47.633 C+95.925 Bl +43.934 B2-151.56
GES BAN 10.000
$WISTAT_T(BAA 1P 2P 3P 4P 5P 6P)
PPB X-28.6 Y+92A Z+458.9 A-152.11 B+50.080 C+95.622 Bl+45.000 B2-l53.778
TXT WELDING!
ANU Kl 0+0.300 ITT 0
AND K2 0 +0.200 ITT 0
GRP 2 SL
WZTT15
SA11
AND K1 0 +0.580 ATl F + 1.000 ITT 0

6
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AND K2 0+0.300 AT1 F+1.000 ITT 0
$WISTAT T(BAA 1P 2P 3P 4P 5P 6P)
PPB X-1O.5 Y +27.2 Z+375.2 A+ 109.9 B+42.093 C+60.020 B1 +45.000 B2+ 198.608
AND K1 0 +00400 ITT 0
AND K2 0+ 0.280 lIT 0
WZTT14
$WISTAT T(BAA 1P 2P 3P 4P 5P 6P)
PPB X-224:? Y +223.3 Z+590A A+ 105.6 B+44.7 C+67.64 B1+45.00 B2+ 198.955
$WISTAT T(BAA IP 2P 3P 4P 5P 6P)
PPB X-2A-Y-5.3 Z+719.0 A+68.556 B+88.544 C-45.128 Bl+O.OOO B2+0.000
BAS ADS
$WISTAT_T(BAA IP 2P 3P 4P 5P 6P)
PTP X-OA Y +404 Z+2467.6 A+ 151.145 B-29.980 C+36.682
$WISTAT T(BAA IP 2P 3P 4P 5P 6P)
PTP X+1000.0 Y-429.0 Z+1800 A+65.000 B+45.145 C+90.007
END HP93

7
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.0 1 1856
·rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 17783 Feb 17 11:00 as6.fct
·rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 3184 Feb 17 11:00 bed.fct
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 950 Feb 17 11:05 csp.err
·rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 6413 Feb 17 11:14 demo. eel
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 1603 Feb 17 11:14 demo. seq
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 11649 Feb 17 11:00 draagblok.fct
'rw-rw-r-- 1 wilt robotics 217 Feb 17 11:05 jointsm.crd
·rw-rw-r-- 1 wilt robotics 398 Feb 17 11:06 kuk2tool.crd
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 3339 Feb 17 11:07 kuka.bld
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 2447 Feb 17 11:07 kuka.dci
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 2868 Feb 17 11:07 kuka.dev
·rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 37794 Feb 17 11:00 kukaOO.fct
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 129673 Feb 17 11:00 kuka01.fct
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 88463 Feb 17 11:00 kuka02.fct
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 45957 Feb 17 11:01 kuka03.fct
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 43034 Feb 17 11:01 kuka04.fct
·rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 55302 Feb 17 11:01 kuka05.fct
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 14507 Feb 17 11:01 kuka06.fct
'r rw-r-- 1 wilt robotics 622 Feb 17 11:06 kukacart.crd
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 6178 Feb 17 11:01 lasblok.fct
·rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 50702 Feb 17 11:01 last.fct
·rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 2887 Feb 17 11:51 lp
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 2162 Feb 17 11:08 man.bld
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 2181 Feb 17 11:08 man.dci
·rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 1824 Feb 17 11:08 man.dev
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 277 Feb 17 11:07 manmap.crd
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 2968 Feb 17 11:08 manxzx.bld
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 2360 Feb 17 11:08 manxzx.dci
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 1030 Feb 17 11:08 manxzx.dev
·rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 6178 Feb 17 11:01 post.fct
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 41428 Feb 17 11:01 product1.fct
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 5957 Feb 17 11:09 test. eel
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 2547 Feb 17 11:09 test.csp
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 1032 Feb 17 11:09 test. seq
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 41 Feb 17 11:09 test.usr
'r\rJ-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 5942 Feb 17 11:09 test1.cel
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 3054 Feb 17 11:09 test1.csp
'r rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 1174 Feb 17 11:09 test1. seq
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 42 Feb 17 11:09 test1.usr
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 182 Feb 17 11:09 test2.seq
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 63 Feb 17 11:21 test2.usr
·rw-rw-rw- 1 root sys 0 Feb 20 13:51 tijs.txt
·rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 54863 Feb 17 11:04 toorts.fct
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 100589 Feb 17 11:09 xzxO.fct
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 102333 Feb 17 11:09 xzx1. fct
'rw-rw-rw- 1 wilt robotics 24093 Feb 17 11:09 xzx2.fct



KONINGIN' JULIANAPLElN 30, A4
2595 AA THE HAGUE
NETHERLANDS

TEL: 31-(0) 7().3820044
FAX.: 31-(0) 70-3839109

DATAFAX LEAD SHEET

Front sheet followed by 1 page(s).

To

Copies

From

Date

Ref.

: Eric Nicole

JJ oM. Schrauwen TU-Elndhoven
F.GJ. Soers TU-EiDdhoven
A.H.R. van Essen EDS • The Hague
K. Ellis EDS .. Woking

: WJ'. Vos

: 1 April 1992

: wjv/92203/Iis

Fax nil: 33-1-30122200

Fax nl : 31-40-448665
Fax n" : 31-40-448665
Fax ne : 31-70-383.9109
Fax ne : 31-44-483726761

Subject

Remarks

Eric,

: Robotics at the: tecbDical Unjyersity of Eindhoyen

Mr. Soers of the University has send me the following message, which I translate for you.

'We currently have Robotics V9.0. This version runs under HP-ux. Our first version of
Robotics (V6.0) ran under VMS. For this version we had the Kuka postprocessor. For
one of our students, mr. T. Willems we would like to posses the KUKA-SCRL·
TRANSUTOR (postprocessor) for the HP-UX system (HP9000.730).
In the Command module of the HP-UX module we have available the ABB
TRANSLATOR. With this translator we can program ASEA's. although we need a ABB
OLP·COMPn..ER".

Since the University is our demosite and you were involved in setting up this relationship,
I would like to ask you to contact mr. Soers or mr. Schrauwen directly to see to it how
their requests can be honoured.

,ENT 5Y:EDS THE ,AGUE ; 1- 4-92 ; 12:07 : 3170383910S~ +31 40 448665:# 2



Robotics-eindverslag.

24-4-1992

Dear mister Carter,

I send you some extra information about the swivel turntable and the translator
output.

Problem 2.5., described in the letter, is already solved by EDS-Paris. The problems
2.1. to 2.3. are all related.

During the research assignment more specifications about the zero point of the
manipulator were desired and were obtained from KUKA Belgium.

The manipulator is controlled by the same controller as the robot, namely the RC 41.
Therefore, the manipulator is controlled with two auxillary axes. If the auxillary axes
are controlled by the same controller the robot uses, three parameters have to be
determined :
- What kind of auxillary axes it are, translational or rotational.
- The values of the connection elements, called verbindungselementen (VBE) by

KUKA (also called "zero point correction" or "change of origin location").
- Auxillary axes kinematics as a chain of these connection elements and motion axes

(also called joint and called zusatzachsen ZA by KUKA).

Generally, the auxillary axes consist of either translation or rotation axes. These axes
have to be described relative to the robot coordinate system (called RCS) and stored
on adress QMZACO in the controller. More information about the additional axes is
stored on certain adresses in the controller, like zero points of the axes, motion
systems, maximal axes speeds, etc. The VBE's have to have the following syntax :

translation along the X axis = Vx
translation along the Y axis = Vy
translation along the Z axis = Vz
rotation about the X axis = Rx (C)
rotation about the Y axis = Ry (B)
rotation about the Z axis = Rz(A)

The connection elements are a series of constant translations or rotations between the
coordinate systems, particulary the robot coordinate system and the additional axes
coordinate system. The additional axes are variable translations or rotations of a
coordinate system and define the motion of a joint. The chain of connection elements
and additional axes start at the robot coordinate system and ends at the additional
axes coordinate system and are used by the controller for matrix transformation.

Our manipulator consists of two additional rotation axes and two connection
elements.

1
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Tussenrapportage afstuderen (20-11-1991J tU~........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ LI

Het beslissingsproces.

Eris een manier nodig om te beslissen welke keuzen er gemaakt dienen te
worden bij het uitvoeren van een ontwerpproject.
Er is voor de volgende werkwijze gekozen:
De ingang van het beslissingsproces is opgedeeld in een variabelen-gedeelte
en een input-gedeelte en als uitgang probleemloze alternatieven voor een
materiaaItoevoersysteem.
Het beslissingsproces werkt als voigt:

Variabelen

Alternatieven voor
Materiaaltoevoersysteem

>-----1~Variabelen veranderen
Ja

Probleemloze
alternatieven

Variabelen: door de ontwerper te varieren gegevens en randvoorwaarden.

Input: ingangsgegevens, die worden bepaald door het probleem en
niet kunnen worden gewijzigd door de ontwerper.

RANK XEROX Manufacturing (Nederland) B. V.
J.e. van der Burg.

RXV-1428A (05-9011



Robotics-eindverslag.

ZACS

YACS~

ACS y,
AA2

YICS

CS3
VBE2 Yl.2

CS2 ..... --_ ... -

AAl

CSl

VBEl

RCS

Figure 12. Additional axes kinematics of the KUKA SDTD 742.

The real values of VEE1 and VBE2 are determined by KUKA Belgium, and have a
maximum systematical deviation of 0.4 mm.
VEE1 X = 1170.30 A = 136.1206

Y = -420.06 B = 0.0181
Z = 659.43 C = 0.0711

VBE2 X = 0.00 A =
Y = 0.00 B =
Z = 132.05 C =

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

The chain of connection elements and additional axes put the robot coordinate
system on top of the additional axes coordinate system. In other words, the robot is
programmed relative to a dynamic base coordinate system.

I hope this explains a bit more how our robot with additional axes operates. I spoke
with KUKA Houthalen (Belgium) about this strange way of describing the additional
axes, but they told me that they always did it like this.

Best regards,

Tijs Willems
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Eindhoven University of Technology
W.H.0.123
Den Dolech 2
P.O. box 513
5600 MB
Holland
Telephone 31 40 473290
Telefax 31 40448665

Kf .......•.................
KOM SRCL TRANSLATOR OUTPUT
KOM .
KOM
KOM 15.NOV.1991 14.21.59.73
ROM CSP FILE ... COMP
KOM RFILE ... COMP
ROM
KOM
Kot·i
KOM
DEF HP93
ORI VAR
Z.~C ElN ROS
ROM MERGE.CELL. FALC.WORLD.
KOM ACT DEVICE .,. MAN
KOM PLACE RELEASE 9.0
KOM SET.DEVICE.SPEED.. MM.
$WISTAT_T(BAA 1N 2P 3N 4P 5N 6N)
L1 X+I000.0 Y-430.0 2+1800.0 A+65.000 B+45.000 C+89.999 Z1+0.0 22+46.1
$WlSTAT_T(BAA 1N 2P 3N 4P SP 6P)
LIZ X+915.9 Y-469.8 2+1270.0 A+90.019 3+45.000 C+90.000 21+0.0 Z2+46.1
$WISTAT_T(BAA 1N 2P 3N 4P SP 6P)
LIZ X+915.9 Y-469.8 2+1270.0 A+90.019 3+45.000 C+90.000 21+0.0 Z2+136.1
$WISTAT_T(BAA 1N 2P 3N 4P 5P 6P)
LIZ X+91S.9 Y-469.8 2+1370.0 A+90.019 3+45.000 C+90.000 Z1+0.0 Z2+136.1
SWISTAT_T(BAA 1N 2P 3N 4P SP 6P)
LI2 X+91S.9 Y-469.8 2+1370.0 A+90.019 3+45.000 C+90.000 21+0.0 22+46.1
$WISTAT_T(BAA 1N 2P 3M 4P SN 6N}
LIZ X+1000.0 Y-430.0 2+1800.0 A+65.000 3+45.000 C+89.999 21+0.0 Z2+0.0
Korol ACT DE VI CE ... KU KA ~ C7y;4'ntplf ::?r t?J'1£./ 0:> '''''Y.X> itm.l /.)'fR/{,.!7C(
$WISTAT_T(BAA 1P 2P 3N 4P 5N 6N} -
L:Z X+I088.5 Y-4.9 Z+1800.0 A+88.009 3+45.000 C+89.999 21+0.0 Z2+0.0
$WISTAT_T(BAA IN 2P 3M 4P 5M 6N)
?PZ X+I000.0 Y-430.0 Z+:800.0 A+65.000 3+45.000 C+89.999 21+0.0 Z2~O.O

::[·18 HP93



- 78182 SAINT QUENTIN EN YVELINES CEDEX
FRANCE

Tel: (33-1) 30.12.22.60 - Fax: (33-1) 30.64.73.54

FAx
~ rf H I~j ~

To 1:)''7 vv.'ll~"» G;,",~~o,,~ Date: 2.::; v, '''/
Fax n° ~ I l.t 0 l.t~ ~G bUS'- ....v~; "7

Copy Ttl" V~ Ju, WolQ ,r1~ Soe.v~ I cdc. k Jioojt (~J> So)
From Eric NICOLE - EDS INTERNATIONAL MARKETING

Subject A"''>\Alt.\f ~o 70 v.,K 1~f;o", /Abou.-Y Yk.t \(uKA 'rve-../1L.:.Jor

Number of pages :") including this one

Message:



NICOLE_OEMO»ty kuka.da~

F~om: MVXll=:COATS
To;, " e·e·s : ~ N1. (;OU:
Cf:~

Sl.~bj~ f\uka Tr,",r1'!dat.or.'

Cric~

Here's; th~ 11l.;~il r "'iElnt ,:-,p-sccH'd.;.:.,:. I'm nD':. -;;'.IC'e whet'e it· .:onnprj ltn.

J. 1.',.t1ll\k IL"C',ttl 1"1<:J"'" Cl'1, r· j; ~~"l". t.h·i_r~q~; .:.... ~'., '/';:~:I:"' F>.r~!~ ~{'"·r":our't. ~Jo \.. o __~
check it every d~v?

Yes~ I do think it- ',";OLlld oe oossiole to post-prof.7~~ss the CSP f i.l.e
to trans!Qrm theXYZABC values to account for the taol~ ~KP~ •

•

To:

>Fr-om:
SUbjiict:

Eric,

Eric N.lcole
Jill Nol.~n

Bt"ad Coats
Kuka Translator

>We have got a customer in Holl~nd Llsing the f{ukCl t.[,<':\1'I<;'; L"3t'.or ;:Inri hp- hi:\z; got
>the :followinQ problem:

Someone is using the Kuka Translator on VMS??? Really???

':--He is USil1g a 6 axis t{U.(A l,"oboc IfH61 I '1525 with a t~able Kuka SOTD 74'Z.
>The contt"oller is a KlJf\A RC 22 /4"1. The tabla has :2 external t'otaT..J.qnal ",'Xl,'

'>When he activates the ext.eL"nal axis then the o7:'igin of the 4 axis robot
>(whi~h was linked to its base) becomes located to a point l~ked to ~hp t~b:
)The robot wot'k with ca~te$ian cordinates. When you activates the exte~n~l a}
>the cUt'L"ent values of X,Y,Z, A,B,C of the robot chanqe (without h~ving che
>t'obot mav] ng, just bec.;:\use of -r"l,e chOinge of oL"igin) and this does not, h.::l~JtJ~!

>with our tran51~tor.

)-

>Tha question is : do we no~m~lly ~upport this mode of working?
~lf we don't, is there a workaround ?

"

No, the translator (CSP ~ctually) does not operate the
way you described 1t. The origin of the robot is ALWAVS
fixed at the base. 1 ~eally don't see a practical workaround.

The closest thing I' can think of is t.o use some of ~h~ ~~p~bilities
added to V9.0 dealing with changing the ground {t'arne of a
device (the stuff added for Mi:\chine Tool simulation).
The ccmpl~te 8 ~Ki5 sY$tam would have to be modeled
as a device, with the robot base as the q['ound frame, 'and
the tabla as the device ot'igin. If the device was mod~led

this way, all: XYZABC r.:oordina.tes would be t'efsrenced t~o tt1l'!
table. Un£o~tunately. there is no way to get the inverse
kinematics you neqd to drive the device.



. {

He~e 1S e scsna~lO of how this MIGHT wo~k. Run the sequenc9
~ith t~e 6 dxis robot and 2 dxis table and gene~ate the joint
angle$ for each ~ove. Then run a sequence th~t drive$ the
8 axis device with Geto Joint ~ommanO~ for each move.
Run this throuqh CSP to get the XYZABC values for the robot.
Run the original seGuence through CSP to get the Encoder
values fo~ the table. Then (somehow) merge ~he two sets
of data into one CSP file. Then ~un the CSP file t"~cugh

the t.rans lat,IJf'.

I'M NQT SAYING THIS WJlL EVER WORKI [~~n th1nk of a let of
problems in th~ scena~io that would have to be wo~ked out
(wh~t will th~ Coordinate System ~e~tines do with an 8 a~i5

device, rlOW wi 11 'i:~tI:'aight 1ina motion work, how wi 11 Y0\,f

creat.e a Gato Joints seCluence, hew will you "mer-gall data from
two CSF f~les together f etc., etc., etc.). I'm sure this
would t~ke a lot of, research and probably a good bit of
prog~amminQ to tie things ~Qgether•

•
Is this an option On the controller? If so. I'd suggest runnin~

without thi5 option.

grad .
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